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Deliverable abstract  

D8.4 “Planned and premarket development of solutions” is a deliverable within T8.3 “Exploitation of 

project findings and solutions” of WP8 “Outreach and business innovation”. The purpose of this task is to 

identify the project results’ business potential and to secure that more than 2/3 of the solutions which 

have been positively validated for their business and technical potential during the demonstration activities 

will result in a credible business plan for commercialisation and have resources and value-chain for the 

next TRL beyond project. This deliverable shows that this have been achieved. 

The project results include the ADMS-toolbox and an open cross-platform, together named GridY, and 

twelve use cases. Both GridY and several of the use cases have been proved to have a TRL6 or above. For 

each of these results with high TRL, project result owners have made great efforts in describing the results 

using the KER-method (the Key Exploitable Result-method) that UNITED-GRID adopted from SSERR (Support 

Services for Research Results). Further efforts have been put to also look into the business model using the 

business model canvas. The UNITED-GRID IP-strategy and previous IP-deliverables have supported the work 

of clarifying ownership rights of the results. By also identifying the market barriers and ways to overcome 

them, the information provided in this deliverable shows how the planned and premarket developments of 

the solutions could be further exploited. 

The target group for the results of UNITED-GRID are primarily the DSOs. The main outcome of the project 

is GridY, through which many of the use cases can be sold, as they can be implemented as functionalities 

in the toolbox. As Atos, owner of GridY, already have DSOs among their existing customers, Atos will work 

with them as a first step to move the results towards the market. For some of the use cases, further 

development is required to reach higher TRL. In those cases, to continue to collaborate with the UNITED-

GRID partners, after the project is finalized, is one option. In this deliverable the different result owners 

have described how they will work the months to come after the project is finalized.  As the project has 

three engaged DSOs, very interested in the project results, there is a lot of potential here.  

The most thoroughly described results in this deliverable are for: GridY (toolbox), Renewable Forecast tool 

(UC1), Congestion Forecast tool (UC3), Advanced Measurement solution (UC6) and Distribution State 

Estimator (UC7). Some information is confidential and therefore cannot be published in this public report. 

Therefore, the reader will not see all the details regarding business models, etc., for all the results.  

Copyright and legal notice 

The views expressed in this document are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily 

reflect the views or position of the European Commission. Neither the authors nor the UNITED-GRID 

Consortium are responsible for the use which might be made of the information contained in here. 
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Project overview 
 
UNITED-GRID aims to secure and optimise operation of the future intelligent distribution networks with 
unprecedented complexity caused by new distributed market actors along with emerging technologies such 
as renewable generation, energy storage, and demand resources. The project will provide integrated cyber-
physical solutions, while efficiently exploiting the opportunities provided by the new actors and technologies. 
The core deliverable is the UNITED-GRID toolbox that could be “plugged in” to the existing Distribution 
Management System (DMS) via a cross-platform for advanced energy management, grid-level control and 
protection. This cross-platform allows interoperability from inverter-based distributed energy resources 
(DERs) up to the distribution grid at the low and medium voltage levels, thus going beyond the state-of-the-
art to optimise operation of the grid with real-time control solutions in a high level of automation and cyber-
physical security. 
 
The project has genuine ambitions to create impacts and to enhance the position of European member states 
in the development of smart grids. The core elements in this quest are: 
 

• Proof-of-concept and demonstration: Developed UNITED-GRID toolbox and business models will be 
validated in real-life demonstration sites in Netherlands, France and Sweden which cover a majority of 
European market conditions. At the sites, UNITED-GRID will demonstrate the capabilities of intelligent 
distribution grids hosting more than 80% renewables by incorporating the advanced optimisation, control 
and protection toolbox, which are supported by real-time measurement systems. Such technologies with 
TRL in a range of 3-4 will be matured via the demonstrations up to TRL level 5-6 to address 
comprehensively compatibility and interoperability issues. 

• Pathways: Upon request by directly involved stakeholders such as distribution system operators (DSOs), 
energy suppliers, UNITED-GRID will develop pathways that will step-by-step guide in the transition from 
the passive distribution grids of today to the active and intelligent distribution grids of tomorrow. The 
pathways incorporate technical as well as non-technical considerations such as cost-benefit, 
investments, business models, end-user privacy and acceptance.  

• Use and deployment: UNITED-GRID will nourish and firmly support the utilisation and exploitation of 
technologies, tools, and services in distribution grids by integrating the inherent innovation chain of the 
partners and their networks with EU such as KIC InnoEnergy and SSERR.  

 

Consortium 
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1 Introduction 
 
UNITED-GRID partners have designed and developed a Toolbox and an Open Cross-platform, as well as 
integrated advanced functionalities into the Toolbox, to ensure a seamless integration of the Toolbox and 
the Open Cross-Platform into the existing distribution management system (DMS) at the demonstration sites 
of the project’s DSOs (Enexis, Akademiska hus/Chalmers campus, and Sorea). This Toolbox and the open 
cross-platform and its functionalities are now ready to be adopted by other DSOs. 
 
Deliverable 8.4, D8.4 “Planned and agreed pre-market developments of solutions” contains, for results with 

a TRL6 and above, an agreed and financed development process for the next TRL level beyond the project of 

each positively validated result. The deliverable consists of all the ingredients of a commercialisation plan 

and is described throughout the documentation, including: 

▪ Preliminary exploitation plan 

▪ Ownership clearance 

▪ Potential business models 

▪ Barriers to overcome to ensure market entrance 

The main results of UNITED-GRID are advanced solutions to secure and optimise the operation of the 

intelligent distribution grid. The distribution grid is changing rapidly with an increasing amount of 

intermittent renewable energy, which requires new tools to monitor and manage the grid. The EU H2020 

project UNITED-GRID has developed a toolbox and an open cross-platform, with a unique dual approach, that 

will help Distribution System Operators (DSOs) to better manage their grid with advanced automized solutions 

and local supervision.  

Distributed intelligence will be highly required in the near future. There will be a need for local smart nodes 

near the field to execute distributed algorithms and provide local control of the grid. They will handle the 

high amount of data and avoid data overflow to the centralized SCADA system. 

As the energy system is changing, a lot of development is being done to increase the ratio of intermittent 

renewable energy that can be monitored by conventional SCADA DMS system, for example, better forecasting 

and better state estimation and better management of network congestion.  

Within the UNITED-GRID project, use cases (Ucs) have been developed and integrated within the UNITED-

GRID toolbox, within fields such as: 

▪ Advanced Renewable Forecast and Consumption Forecast 
▪ Congestion Forecast and congestion management  
▪ Real-time automatized solutions (fault detection) 
▪ Distributed and dynamic state estimation for distribution grid 

 

The UCs have been demonstrated at three demo-sites in Sweden, France and the Netherlands. 

1.1 Objectives 
D8.4 is a deliverable within the task T8.3 “Exploitation of project findings and solutions” of work package 

WP8 “Outreach and business innovation”. The objectives of the task are:  

1) Evaluation of the project tech as well as non-technical developed solutions business potential  

2) Secure that more than 2/3 of the solutions which have been positively validated for their business 

and technical potential during the demonstration activities will result in a credible business plan for 

commercialisation and have resources and value- chain for the next TRL beyond project.  
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Outcome: Planned and agreed pre-market developments of solutions (TRL6-8, depending on selected 

solutions) (D8.4). And the objective of this report is to  

▪ Indicate the project solutions’ business potential 

▪ Secure that positively validated solutions can be able to be commercialised 

 

This supports the non-tech project objective NTO-1. Bringing up TRL of developed grid technologies for grid 

management and control from proof-of-concepts (TRL 3-4) into more mature technologies in pilot scale (TRL 

6). 

This deliverable is directly aligned with Milestone 11 (MS11): “At least 2/3 of UNITED-GRID’s results which 

have been positively validated for their business and technical potential will have an agreed and financed 

development”. 

1.2 Target group for the exploitable results 
During a webinar arranged by UNITED-GRID1 in November 2020, Göteborg Energi summarized the situation 
for the target group of the project, the DSOs. The DSO will face substantial changes the coming five to ten 
years because of:  
 

▪ The introduction of various electrical vehicles (EVs) 
▪ The introduction of intermittent production at medium and low voltage levels 
▪ A thorough digitalization of the business  

 

This means that DSOs will need to transform from being “Analogue and Passive” to become “Digital and 

Active”. 

Some of the current “traditional” challenges for DSOs are: 

▪ Managing (often decreasing) revenues with a high or increasing need for reinvestment 

▪ Handle long administrative delays for building new power lines 

▪ Adapt to new legislations, e.g., the Network Codes 

So far, a DSO experiences no or negligible need for real-time control of the LV grid, prediction of near future 

grid balance, procurement of various kinds of flexibility services, etc. 

Tomorrow’s grid would need to: 

▪ Optimise their capacity in real time or close to real time 

▪ Manage the local balance with help from different flexibility services 

▪ Handle intermittent production also in the low voltage grid 

▪ Accommodate higher energy demand because of EVs, electrification of the industry, new data centres 

and considerable production of hydrogen, etc. 

This new landscape requires: 

▪ Establishment of flexibility services (for voltage control, congestion management, local balancing, 

etc.) 

▪ Prediction of near future grid balance (weather forecast, expected demand, etc.) 

▪ Control of EVs’ charging 

▪ Leverage of new technologies such as battery storages, V2G, etc. 

 

1 Information presented regarding DSOs’ future challenges during a webinar on November 3, 2020, 
Göteborg Energi: https://united-grid.eu/event/webinar-optimising-the-grid-in-real-time/   

https://united-grid.eu/event/webinar-optimising-the-grid-in-real-time/
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▪ Establishment of new markets and business models for attracting aggregators and EV owners to join 

the markets, with relevant offers. 

▪ Search for new competences 

1.3 Results of UNITED-GRID 
The results of the project include the Atos’s Open Cross Platform and the Toolbox of 12 different use cases 

as shown in Figure 1.  

 

Figure 1 List of UNITED-GRID project results (use cases). 

1.4 Aiming for impact 
To get every partner on board on what UNITED-GRID is aiming for, early on, WP8 highlighted that if there will 

be no use of project results, there will be no impact. If the DSOs will not use the solutions, services and 

products being developed in our project – all work will have been done in vain. We will not help them in their 

energy transition. As the project is very impact-driven, this deliverable is a key document showing each 

project result owner’s ambitions. UNITED-GRID has a number of results which can be valuable for DSOs.  

D8.4 “Planned and pre-market developments of solutions” is built on work done for relevant project results 

using the earlier adopted SSERR’s KER (Support Services for Research Results’ Key Exploitable Results) method 

and the previous work done regarding intellectual assets’ management. 

Market enablers 

WP8 has led the work supporting the result owners in their efforts to document the exploitation paths, 

intellectual assets and outreach activities. Project partners have gotten supports regarding innovation 

management through the adoption of methods from KiC-InnoEnergy and through inspiration from CEA’s 

internal innovation programme. Interviews and meetings have been held with CEA’s innovation manager as 

well with spin-off company Steady Sun, who has been in the program.  

Market barriers 

From the project start, WP8 has pointed out a number of common barriers that can prevent solutions from 

market entrance. Example of this is when one is not handling ownership and not working on future paths to, 

for instance, secure funding. WP8 has also highlighted that both not speaking the language of the market and 

not speaking to the market at all can severely make chances or market entrance slim. 

Supports on exploitation of project results 

▪ IMCG has seen to that project partners have relevant templates and methods and indicated what 

deliverables that could be good to consult. 

With funding from the European Community's Horizon 2020 Framework 

Programme under grant agreement 773717  20

Within the project, 12 use cases (UCs) have been defined, selected UCs will be demonstrated in the demo 
sites while others will be demonstrated in laboratories or by simulations. 

HLUC Primary Use Case

Advanced forecasting
UC1 Renewable forecast
UC2 Load forecast
UC3 Congestion forecast

Market based congestion 
Management

UC4 Congestion management
UC5 Grid-tariff for peak demand management 

Safe and secure real time 
monitoring, control and 

protection 

UC6 Advanced measurement solution
UC7 Distribution State Estimator 
UC8 Dynamic state estimation-based protection
UC9 Self-healing solution
UC10 Protection schemes for islanded networks
UC11 Coordinated voltage control
UC12 Voltage control during islanded operation 
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▪ IMCG has coordinated the work documented by project partners in D8.4, where each of the results 

have a dedicated section. 

▪ IMCG has worked as a neutral meeting facilitator to enable productive meetings between for instance 

SST and DSOs Göteborg Energi and Enexis. IMCG has also facilitated meetings to encourage future 

partnerships, such as for SST and Atos. 

▪ CEA Innovation programme should be a support of interest at least for all CEA-related results 

▪ KiC InnoEnergy – we have our SAT-members (Situation Analysis Team members) Diego Pavia and Tomas 

Kåberger, both engaged here. 

Supports on outreach and dissemination 

▪ RISE facilitated webinars to communicate the results, several of the webinars are available at the 

project’s website 

▪ RISE runs the website, which is the platform for articles and videos. Social media is used to spread 

the word as well as newsletters. Focus on the problems UNITED-GRID solutions solve by highlighting 

the Toolbox and the different use cases. A non-tech language is preferable. 

▪ RISE has made several short movie clips to support the exploitation of project results, for instance 

for SST’s solutions for low voltage smart sensors. 

1.5 Relation to work packages and previous deliverables and tasks and to 

areas of foreseen results 
 

Areas of foreseen exploitable results 

In the project proposal, foreseen project results are shortly described. Here is how they correlate to the 

actual results of the project: 

▪ Local generation forecasting – UC1 and a commercialized product by CEA’s innovative spin-off 

SteadySun, as a result of the innovation programme CEA performs 

▪ Advanced DMS, Cross platform – WP6 “Toolbox and Cross-platform integration for demonstration 

sites”– the Toolbox by Atos 

▪ Distribution as a service (DaaS) tech – Part of the Advanced measurement solution in UC6. Also related 

to UC7 and to UC1, UC2 and UC3 

▪ Plug-in analytics and cyber security – WP3 “Secure and scalable ICT infrastructure for future 

intelligent distribution grids” 

▪ Plug-in protection and control – WP5 “Safe and secure real-time monitoring, control and protection”; 

T5.5; UC6, UC7, UC8, UC9, UC10, UC11, UC12. 

▪ Distribution as a service (DaaS) non-tech – part of T4.3 “Design of market framework”, UC4 and UC6, 

part of WP4 “Advanced forecasting and market-based congestion management” 

▪ District energy market – Part of T4.3, part of WP4 

▪ Guide – T2.6 “Pathways for development of future intelligent distribution grids”, part of WP2 

“Scenarios and pathways towards future intelligent distribution grids” 

IPR and ownership 

D8.1 “IPR and intellectual assets’ portfolio” – here project partners describe their IP a bit more in detail.  
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2 Work process 
One of the topics during the online consortium meeting December 2, 2020, was to make all UNITED-GRID 

result owners aware of what they would need to document and work with in order to have planned and agreed  

pre-market developments of the solutions before the project’s end. 

During the consortium meeting the main objectives were emphasized and partners got a mutual 

understanding of: 

▪ the project objectives regarding results 

▪ what results have been positively validated 

▪ what content needed to be documented in D8.4  

▪ the sense of urgency – the timeline all of partners must keep 

▪ the dissemination and outreach activities connected to the above 

The consortium benefitted from the fact that the work of identifying possible exploitation of project results 

was put on the agenda early on – making project partners taking a holistic perspective rather than merely 

focusing on technical details. 

2.1 Documentation process 
D8.4 “Planned and pre-market developments of solutions” is based on different types of non-technical 

documentation. This is shown in Figure 2 below. 

By documenting the Key Exploitable Result (the KER), the business model and the intellectual property rights 

(IPR), almost all documentation needed in order to do a pre-market plan, a commercialization plan, is done. 

The only thing not covered totally by the KER, the business model and IPR documentation is identification of 

market barriers and a description on how one intends to overcome them. In this report we have a section  

precisely about that.  

 

Figure 2 Documentation needed for D8.4 “Planned and pre-market developments of solutions” 

In D8.4 project partners have documented how they

will make impact with their results

With funding from the European Community's Horizon 2020 Framework 

Programme under grant agreement 773717  10

D8.4 Planned and 
pre-market 
developments of
solutions

Fill in the Key
Explotiable Results
(KER) template

Document the  
business model

Document a 
preliminary
commercialisation
plan

Document your IPR
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2.2 Technology Readiness Levels - TRL  
 

The project proposal states that this deliverable should focus on the results having a TRL6 and above. TRL 

stands for Technology Readiness Levels. Horizon 2020 describes the well-established “system” in the following 

way:2 

▪ TRL 1 – basic principles observed  
▪ TRL 2 – technology concept formulated  
▪ TRL 3 – experimental proof of concept  
▪ TRL 4 – technology validated in lab  
▪ TRL 5 – technology validated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment in the case 

of key enabling technologies)  
▪ TRL 6 – technology demonstrated in relevant environment (industrially relevant environment in the 

case of key enabling technologies)  
▪ TRL 7 – system prototype demonstration in operational environment  
▪ TRL 8 – system complete and qualified  
▪ TRL 9 – actual system proven in operational environment (competitive manufacturing in the case of 

key enabling technologies; or in space)  

This deliverable focuses on the project results having a TRL6 and above. In addition to that, several of the 

results having a lower TRL are also mentioned. 

2.3 The Key Exploitable Result (KER) – method 

UNITED-GRID applied for the free of charge services provided by the EU commission through Support Services 
(SSERR) for Exploitation of Research Results. Several partners attended a workshop in Paris in the beginning 
of March 2020, to discuss possible exploitable results of the project and were introduced to the KER method. 
Results from this workshop are presented in this report.  

The KER-method has been used from Spring 2020 in order to further investigate business models and enhance 

existing ones. The method highlights USPs and exploitation road map. The KER method is an excellent method 

to work in parallel with the business model canvas.  

The method consists of a set of questions that is to be answered in a non-tech language. Through this method, 

the following is documented: 

▪ Description of solution 

▪ Description of problem it solves 

▪ Alternative solutions 

▪ Unique Selling Point (USP) 

▪ Description of the market it will be used 

▪ List of competitors 

▪ Explanation of business model – how the solution will be made available to the customers* 

▪ Description of IPR** 

▪ Expected time for market entrance 

* See business model canvas; ** See “D8.1 IPR and intellectual assets’ portfolio” for more information.  

 

2 
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/2016_2017/annexes/h2020-
wp1617-annex-g-trl_en.pdf (accessed March 22, 2021) 

https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/2016_2017/annexes/h2020-wp1617-annex-g-trl_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/other/wp/2016_2017/annexes/h2020-wp1617-annex-g-trl_en.pdf
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Furthermore, the method sees to that an Exploitation roadmap is documented by focusing on the following: 

▪ Brief description of actions right after the project ends 

▪ Description of roles of partners involved 

▪ List of milestones and monitoring parameters 

▪ Description of expected impacts  

▪ Cost estimation to implement the plans  

▪ Revenues estimation and how the costs will be recovered in order to provide the solution to early 

adopters, customers, etc. 

2.4 Business model canvas - method 
 

Business model canvas is a strategic management and lean start-up template for developing new or 

documenting existing business models. It is a visual chart with elements describing a firm's or product's value 

proposition, infrastructure, customers, and finances. It assists firms in aligning their activities by illustrating 

potential trade-offs. 

The nine "building blocks" of the business model design template that came to be called the Business Model 

Canvas were initially proposed in 2005 by Alexander Osterwalder.3 

In the diagram below, a blank business model canvas is presented. That canvas consists of nine building 

blocks. These blank blocks are to be filled with the answers to 9 questions below: 

1) Customer Segments – Who are your customers? 

2) Value Proposition - Why do customers buy from you?  What is the gain that you provide or the need 

that you satisfy? 

3) Channels – How are your products and services delivered to the market? 

4) Customer Relationships – How do you keep and grow your customers? 

5) Revenue Streams - How does your business earn money? 

6) Key Resources – What unique strategic resources does your business have, or does it need? 

7) Key Activities – What unique strategic activities does your business perform to deliver your value 

proposition? 

8) Key Partnership – What non key activities can you outsource to enable you to focus more on your key 

activities? 

9) Cost Structure - What are the major costs incurred by your business? 

 

 

3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_Model_Canvas  (Accessed Jan 13, 2021) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Business_Model_Canvas
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Figure 3 Business Model Canvas 

 

2.5 IPR - strategy and management 
 

The project developed and implemented an IP strategy early on, which has been documented in D8.2 

“Intellectual Assets Framework Strategy”. In order further execute it and make use of it within UNITED-GRID, 

an IP management methodology was introduced during the Autumn of 2020. This is to be found in D8.1 “IPR 

and Intellectual Assets Portfolio”. This included a checklist and instructions on how to facilitate the handling 

of IP issues in a collaborative innovative project. This made partners engage in IP even more than before, 

which has benefitted the process of exploiting the results.  

Ownership clearance has been a major topic for all consortium members and this work has been supported 

by the two reports mentioned above. By making sure it is clear who owns a solution, also both potential 

buyers and investors will know that.  

 

2.6 Commercialisation plan 
A good Horizon 2020 commercialisation plan should include the following key points of focus4: 

▪ potential need for the suggested new product / technology / service / method / process 

▪ product’s commercial value 

▪ business climate for which the product is aiming (users, market segment, territories, etc.) 

▪ competition, be it direct or indirect 

▪ any barriers that may prevent the product from reaching its goals 

▪ “go to market” activities (sales / marketing / supply / distribution) 

 

4 https://enspire.science/horizon-2020-commercialisation-plan-questions/ 

 (Accessed November 30, 2020) 

 

https://enspire.science/horizon-2020-commercialisation-plan-questions/
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As stated in the beginning of this chapter, most of these bullets are covered by filling in the KER-template, 

the business model canvas and clearing IPR. However, barriers are not covered. Therefore, this is something 

that has been put focus on in this report.  

2.7 Input from the Situation Analysis Team (SAT) 
November 24, 2020, Chalmers arranged an online meeting when some of the key exploitable results were 

presented for the Situation Analysis Team (SAT).  

The SAT of the project consists of; 

• Tomas Kåberger, Chalmers  

• Anna Wolf, PowerCircle (smart grid expert) 

• Karin Widegren (former leader of ISGAN (International Smart Grid Action Network), expert in regulatory 

and policy issues) 

• Diego Pavia, InnoEnergy (not present) 

The possible key exploitable results presented here, that also are presented in this report were: 

• The toolbox and the cross-platform – Atos 

• Advanced measurement solution (UC6) – SST 

• Congestion forecast (UC3) – Chalmers 

• Load forecasting (UC2) - CEA 

There were some general inputs from the SAT team. Here are the team’s recommendations: 

▪ The support to DSOs – many wants to sell this type of service. To get access to  DSOs is difficult. Join 

forces with someone else to reach grid companies attention! 

▪ Real life demos at real sites are key to show that a solution works in a real grid 

▪ Present real value for DSOs  

▪ Different countries have different regulation systems 

▪ Incentives make some Use Cases more relevant for some countries – investigate!  

3 Overview of all exploitable results of United-Grid 
 

As mentioned before the UNITED-GRID project has focused on the toolbox and on 12 different functionalities, 

often referred to as use cases. During the consortium meeting in December 2020, based on status of 

development and demonstration plan for the use cases (results), project partners graded the different results 

using the TRL-scale, identifying positively validated solutions of the project. 

The Toolbox and the Open Cross-Platform is considered having a TRL8 as the actual system has been proven 

in operational environment. The same goes for UC1 Renewable Forecast. UC6 Advanced measurement 

solution is TRL7, as it is a system prototype demonstration in operational environment. UC3 Congestion 

forecast and UC7 Real time monitoring are both TRL6, as the technologies have been demonstrated in relevant 

environments.  
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Figure 4 TRL levels of the exploitable results of UNITED-GRID. The toolbox and open cross-platform (TRL8) and the use cases in 

bold (UC1, UC3, UC6 and UC7) 

In this chapter a short overview of each result (both with TRL5 and below and with TRL 5 and above) is 

presented. For these results we have focused on the key questions which are taken from the KER method, 

namely; 

▪ Describe the solution? 
▪ What problem does it solve and? 
▪ For whom is the solution intended? 
▪ Who owns the solution? 
▪ Time to market? 
▪ What are the plans for this solution after the project?  

 

3.1 Overview of the exploitable results with a TRL5 and below 
This section includes the following results with a TRL5 or below: 

▪ UC2 Load forecast - CEA 
▪ UC4 Congestion management – TU/e 
▪ UC5 Peak demand management - Chalmers 
▪ UC8 DSE-based protection - Chalmers 
▪ UC9 Self-healing solution - CEA 
▪ UC10 Protection scheme – TU/e 
▪ UC11 Coordinated voltage control - Chalmers 
▪ UC12 Voltage control during islanded operation – TU/e 

 

UC2 Load forecast – CEA 

What it is: A short-term load forecasting tool based on artificial neural network. 

The problem it solves: The developed load forecasting tool can be used in combination with a 
generation forecasting tool to implement storage and demand response 
strategies to optimize the energy balances and reduce the energy consumption. 
In UNITED-GRID, it is used also as inputs for congestion forecast.  
 

For whom: The proposed forecasting solution focuses mainly on DSO to assist them in grid 
operation and management. 

Owner of solution: This tool was developed by CEA/INES 

Time to market: The tool was trained and then evaluated using the data collected from a real 
network; however, it needs to be improved by testing with a larger amount of 

With funding from the European Community's Horizon 2020 Framework 

Programme under grant agreement 773717  19

Within the project, 12 use cases (UCs) have been defined, selected UCs will be demonstrated in the demo 
sites while others will be demonstrated in laboratories or by simulations. 

HLUC Primary Use Case TRL by project end

Advanced forecasting
UC1 Renewable forecast TRL8
UC2 Load forecast TRL6-7
UC3 Congestion forecast TRL6

Market based congestion 
Management

UC4 Congestion management TRL4-5
UC5 Grid-tariff for peak demand management NA

Safe and secure real time 
monitoring, control and 

protection 

UC6 Advanced measurement solution TRL7
UC7 Distribution State Estimator TRL6
UC8 Dynamic state estimation-based protection TRL5
UC9 Self-healing solution TRL5
UC10 Protection schemes for islanded networks NA
UC11 Coordinated voltage control TRL5
UC12 Voltage control during islanded operation NA
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data from different networks. If the forecasting accuracy can be improved, it 
can be commercialized after 5 years. 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

CEA intended to apply for funding the further development of the tool. The 
support may come from European commission or from the national R&I funding. 
Moreover, CEA may also find collaboration with our common partners to improve 
the tool and make it ready for the market in the future. 

 
 
UC4 Congestion management – TU/e 

What it is: Congestion management for low voltage distribution networks with high PV 
penetration. 

The problem it solves: Large integration of photovoltaic (PV) into low voltage (LV) distribution 
networks may result into reverse power flow of a magnitude that could overload 
the LV distribution transformer. Due to this, currently, prosumers are 
restricted/limited in terms of maximum PV power they can inject into the 
distribution grids. UC04 aims to reduce the LV distribution transformer 
overloading considering high PV penetration.  This solution will allow DSOs to 
avoid transformer overloading due to high PV penetration and would thus 
support DSO for better grid management. 
 

For whom: DSOs 

Owner of solution: TU/e 

Time to market: Depending upon the further development in UC4, the solution could be available 
in the market within 4-5 years. 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

TU/e and Atos aim to work together on this UC in order to enhance its 
functionalities and TRL. 

 

UC5 Peak demand management – Chalmers 

What it is: The Peak demand management tool is a Grid tariff evaluation model 

The problem it solves: The tool can be used by DSOs to evaluate the impact of different grid tariffs in 
terms of change in income, change in peak demand, possible savings for 
customers etc. 

For whom: DSOs 

Owner of solution: The tool is developed and owned by Chalmers, RISE has supported with the 
evaluation. 

Time to market: The tool could, if the business case is clear, be available on the market within 
3-5 years. 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

Chalmers and RISE aim to apply for joint projects where the tool can be 
further developed. 

 

UC8 DSE-based protection – Chalmers 

What it is: Dynamic state-estimation based (DSE-based) protection solution 

The problem it solves: The solution solves upcoming challenges in protection system due to large 
scale integration of distributed generation.  

For whom: The solution could be used by DSOs in area with weak grids or high penetration 
level of distributed generation. 

Owner of solution: The IP is owned by Chalmers University of Technology. 

Time to market: The solution has been validated in Chalmers lab. To reach market the solution 
must be demonstrated in real networks. In the first phase the solution will 
operate as a supplementary system for the traditional protection systems. The 
solution is expected to be available on the market within 5 years. 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

Chalmers plans to apply for funding to develop the solution further. The 
solution relies smart sensors solution developed by SST. Discussions on how 
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Chalmers and SST can collaborate further in new joint project on the DSEB - 
protection is ongoing. 
 

 

UC9 Self-healing solution – CEA 

What it is: The Self-healing solution is a Multi-agent-based fault location, isolation and 
restoration system (FLIRS) 
 

The problem it solves: With the increasing penetration of distributed energy sources, passive 
distribution networks have evolved into active distribution networks. Within 
these active networks, conventional FLIRS may fail to cope with faults due to 
the bi-directional characteristics of the fault currents. The developed FLIRS can 
address the above issues. 

For whom: The proposed FLIRS is primarily intended to support DSOs in dealing with faults 
in active distribution network with fault currents partially contributed by DERs 

Owner of solution: CEA/INES 

Time to market: The performance of the tool was evaluated first by a co-simulation setup and 
then by a control-hardware-in-the-loop testbed. However, it must be tested on 
a real network before being able to go to market. It is expected to be on the 
market within 3 to 4 years. 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

CEA intended to apply proposal for funding the further development of the tool. 
The support may come from European commission or from the national R&I 
funding. Moreover, CEA may also find collaboration with our common partners 
to improve the tool and make it ready for the market in the future. 

 

UC10 Protection scheme for islanded networks – TU/e 

What it is: The Protection scheme solution is overcurrent protection scheme for islanded 
inverter-based microgrids. 

The problem it solves: Protection in islanded microgrids is difficult due to the limited and bidirectional 
fault current supplied by inverter-based distributed energy resources. The 
solution allows microgrid operators to use simple overcurrent protection to 
protect islanded microgrids with acceptable selectivity. 

For whom: DSOs 

Owner of solution: TU/e 

Time to market: The time to market strongly depends on external factors e.g. the development 
of microgrids and integration of distributed energy resources. 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

TU/e continues to research and validate this UC to further improve the 
performance and TRL 

 

UC11 Coordinated voltage control - Chalmers 

What it is: A model predictive control (MPC) based algorithm that can coordinate the 
resources of a network (e.g., a microgrid) to efficiently control the voltage of 
the network 

The problem it solves: Voltage deviations beyond acceptable limits in distribution networks. 
In a system with more distributed production the voltage fluctuation within the 
system will be more severe and it will be more challenging to maintain a steady 
voltage level. On the other hand, power electronic based distributed 
generation, such as solar PVs could also support with voltage control measures. 
However, due to the large number of controlled resources, it is important that 
the control action is coordinated. This can be achieved with the developed 
solution. 

For whom: DSOs, microgrid operators 
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Owner of solution: Chalmers 

Time to market: 3-4 years 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

More demonstration of the MPC algorithm in real-life conditions using 
Chalmers demonstration site and/or other real DSO networks.  
Application for continuation projects to increase the maturity of the MPC model 
and reach higher TRLs towards market implementation 

 

UC12 Voltage control during islanded operation – TU/e 

What it is: The Voltage control during islanded operation solution makes a comparison of 
primary voltage and frequency controllers for islanded inverter-based 
microgrids. 

The problem it solves: Several primary voltage and frequency control methodologies have been 
proposed in the literature. The comparison allows microgrid operators to choose 
between the methodologies, based on the network conditions. 

For whom: DSOs 

Owner of solution: TU/e 

Time to market: The time to market strongly depends on external factors e.g. the development 
of microgrids and integration of distributed energy resources. 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

TU/e continues to research and validate this UC to further improve the 
performance and TRL 

 

3.2 Exploitable results – with a TRL6 and above 
 

This section includes the following results with a TRL6 or above: 

▪ Toolbox and Open-Cross Platform - Atos 
▪ UC1 Renewable Forecasting Tool - CEA 
▪ UC3 Congestion Forecast Tool - Chalmers 
▪ UC6 Advanced Measurement Solution – SST   
▪ UC7 Distribution State Estimator (DSE) – Atos 

 
 

The results in this section are described more thoroughly in the following chapter. 

 
The Toolbox and the open-cross platform 

What it is: Toolbox and open-cross platform, GridY, is Advanced Distribution Management 
System for distribution grids. GridY provides DSOs with services enabling them 
to ensure the security of the electrical grid and improve the quality of energy 
supply while coping with the multiple constraints and increasing complexity. 

The problem it solves: Changes on the market bring new constraints and new challenges to the 
electrical grid operators which cannot be handled by the historical 
infrastructures and systems. For example, the amount of data is increasing to 
such an extent that it will not be possible for the current system to process it 
properly. A new and innovative way to manage the electrical grids is required 
to cope with the increasing complexity while turning most of them into 
opportunities, such as optimizing grid operations and reducing technical losses 
or operating cost. 

For whom: DSOs 

Owner of solution: Atos 

Time to market: 1-3 years  

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

Find proof-of-concept and new field experimentations with the existing 
solution and use cases. Develop and integrate new use cases. 
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UC1 Renewable Forecasting Tool 

What it is: A renewable forecasting tool with high prediction accuracy, including two 
modules; 1) A day-ahead forecasting module which is based on meteorological 
data, and 2) A very short-term forecasting module which is based on a camera 
filming the sky 

The problem it solves: Increasing penetration of renewable energy into distribution grids have imposed 
various challenges on DSOs or dispatchers who are holding the responsibility for 
the supply-demand balance due to their highly intermittent natures. For 
instance, during high demand period, a sudden drop in power provided by PV 
systems due to cloud coverage can result in severe power imbalance and power 
swing.  

For whom: DSOs and PV owners/prosumers 

Owner of solution: CEA 

Time to market: 1-3 years 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

▪ Ongoing: New versions of the forecasting tool can be commercialized 
independently. In order to achieve this, CEA will keep monitoring and 
collecting the necessary data in order to improve its performance 

▪ It is possible to collaborate with Atos to integrate the new version of the 
tool into GridY. 

▪ Six months after the end of the project: Finish the data collection 
▪ One year after the end of project: Modification of solution as per feedbacks 

from data collected mentioned above 
▪ Three years after the end of project: Finalization of commercialization for 

the new version of the tool 

 

UC3 Congestion Forecast Tool 

What it is: The congestion forecast tool is an algorithm that can accurately forecast 
congestions and voltage deviations in distribution systems. The tool determines 
the probability of a congestion to occur in a distribution network as well as at 
the individual elements (i.e., transformers, lines, and nodes). The developed 
algorithm requires production and load data as inputs as well as data concerning 
the topology of the grid under study (branch, transformer, cable and line data, 
etc.). The tool can be sold to the customer as an independent product or 
integrated in a toolbox (i.e., Atos’ GridY). 

The problem it solves: Due to the anticipated increased penetration of renewable energy sources and 
user dependent loads (e.g., heat pumps, electric vehicles, etc.) in distribution 
systems, the DSOs are expected to face increasing congestion (i.e., bottlenecks) 
and voltage related issues (i.e., voltage limit violations) in their networks over 
the next decade. It is expected that larger DSOs will be impacted faster and 
more severe form this transition. However, even the medium and small-scale 
DSOs will sooner or later face this emerging issue. Currently, DSOs are not 
equipped with similar tools, however it is assumed that some DSOs (especially 
the larger ones) are investing in similar research approaches to be prepared 
when congestion is a major issue in their grids. 

For whom: DSOs 

Owner of solution: Chalmers 

Time to market: 3-4 years 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

Chalmers plans to apply for funding for the further development of the 
congestion forecast tool in order to reach a higher TRL. This will be done though 
applications to national funding agency (e.g., Swedish Energy Agency) and 
international research projects (e.g., Horizon Europe, ERANet). In addition, 
Chalmers innovation office will support with a market analysis to determine the 
market needs and level of the expected competition. 

 

UC6 Advanced measurement solution 
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What it is: The Advanced Measurement Solution creates situational awareness of the 
distribution grid. It is an open development platform to easily create and 
validate new (smart grid) algorithms on live data. The Advanced Measurement 
solution helps DSOs with: Automation of monitoring, protection and control 
utility functions, Asset management, Congestion, power quality, future load 
demand prediction (from increasing DERs and generation), Demand-side 
management and Synchronized data (phasors) to give better real time 
awareness of grid situation. 

The problem it solves: The distribution grid is hardly measured, but it is the most dynamic part of the 
grid with the ongoing electrification and increasing amount of distributed 
energy resources.  

For whom: DSOs and the research world 

Owner of solution: SST 

Time to market: After a year 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

Right after the project is finalized, SST intends to: 1) Examine proposed 
solutions on UNITED-GRID partners – all DSOs and research partners of the 
project are relevant - that are also potential customers in order to obtain 
realistic feedback (3 to 6 months). 2) Marketing and PR of current solution 
(linked-in, website, articles, etc...). If being sold through the toolbox of ATOS, 
then ATOS will be in charge of the marketing and PR. 3) Enable a community 
for research (ongoing), researchers are our ambassadors and future employees 
of DSOs. 4) Partnering to create a business plan for research and for DSOs 
(ongoing) and 5) Activate network for missing parts (marketing, sales, big 
picture solution, and potential other business opportunities) 
 

 

UC7 Distribution State Estimator (DSE) 

What it is: The DSE is an advanced functionality which uses the topological information 
retrieved from the network and the available analogical measurements at the 
field to provide a precise network condition at a given time. It is based on a 
robust distributed method, capable of identifying and compensate corrupted 
measurements from the field as well as providing fast results about the 
network’s state.  

The problem it solves: With this new assigned role to distribution electrical grids, it is only natural that 
with the continuous growth of an interconnected, intelligent and enhanced grid, 
state estimators are constantly being deployed in order to supply the need of 
reliable information. As more and more advanced functionalities are required 
to supervise and control the grid in an efficient way, more reliable data are 
needed: In fact, the accuracy of the data in this increasingly complex ecosystem 
has an impact on the output instructions of each advanced functionality. In case 
of corrupted or missing data, the instructions may not be exploitable or may 
have unexpected effects. The search and deployment of state estimators is 
directly linked to the lack of measurements at distribution level and the 
presence of corrupted ones in the few areas which they are available.  

For whom: DSOs 

Owner of solution: Atos 

Time to market: 1-2 years 

Plans after project is 
finalized: 

The first step is to continue the field experimentations of the Distribution State 
Estimation, both for further validation as well as to increase the references in 
order to quantify and secure the value offered by this solution. Within a year, 
the objective is to conduct at least one new field experimentation for the DSE, 
if possible integrated within the UNITED-GRID solution, otherwise as a stand-
alone smart service. 
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4 Planned and premarket developments of Key Exploitable Results – 

with a TRL6 and above  
 

In this chapter the results having a TRL6 and above are presented. In order to make a preliminary 

commercialization plan, each key exploitable result has been described using 

▪ the KER method – identifying what problem is being solved and for whom as well as stating IPR and 
exploitation roadmap and  

▪ the business model canvas – identifying how the result owner expects to make money out of the result 
 

The results from these two methods have been put into a commercialization plan and great efforts have been 

made to also identify barriers for reaching the market and how to overcome them. 

This chapter includes the following key exploitable results: 

▪ GridY - an Advanced Distribution Management System for the distribution grids – also described as 
“the toolbox” in the UNITED-GRID proposal and in several other deliverables 

 

▪ Renewable forecasting tool – also described as “UC1” or “Use Case 1” in the UNITED-GRID proposal 
and in several other deliverables 
 

▪ Congestion forecasting tool - also described as “UC3” or “Use Case 3” in the UNITED-GRID proposal 
and in several other deliverables 
 

▪ Advanced measurement solution - also described as “UC6” or “Use Case 6” in the UNITED-GRID 
proposal and in several other deliverables 
 

▪ Distribution State Estimator (DSE) -also described as “UC7” or “Use Case 7” or “real time 
monitoring” in the UNITED-GRID proposal and in several other deliverables 

 

4.1 GridY – and Advanced Distribution Management System for 

distribution grids  

4.1.1 Description of the Key Exploitable Result (KER) 
 

GridY - an Advanced Distribution Management System for distribution grids that easily can be integrated with 

existing DMS of DSOs. 

GridY provides DSOs with services enabling them to ensure the security of the electrical grid and improve the 

quality of energy supply while coping with the multiple constraints and increasing complexity. This innovative 

Advanced Distribution Management System (ADMS) provides a toolbox which embeds various features as well 

as advanced functionalities to supervise and optimize the distribution grids’ operation. This ADMS is based on 

the cloud and interact with the existing system of operators (the SCADA system) without disturbing it, through 

an interoperable Cross-Platform which can communicate in a secure way with all the actors of the system. 

The Toolbox and the Open Cross-Platform are the main components of the new IT architecture initially 

developed by the UNITED-GRID project. The main goal of this IT Architecture is to support new smart grid 

programs to manage and optimize active distribution grid including at least 80% renewable-based Distributed 

Energy Resources (DER). 
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The Toolbox is indeed composed of advanced functionalities whose main objectives are: 

▪ Increase the safety and the quality of the energy supply 

▪ Optimize the operation of the distribution grids 

▪ Offer local supervision and control of electrical distribution grids 

These functionalities aim to solve or optimize real-time situations as well as anticipate future situations by 

using advanced forecasting methods.  

The list of the functionalities, also called Use Cases (UCs) are given in the table below: 

Table 1 The 12 Use Cases of the UNITED-GRID Project 

High Level Use Case (HLUC)  Primary Use Case (PUC) 

Advanced Forecasting UC01. Renewable Forecast 

UC02. Load Forecast 

UC03. Congestion Forecast 

Market Based Congestion 

Management 

UC04.Congestion Management  

UC05. Grid-Tariff for peak Demand Management 

Safe and Secure real-time 

monitoring, control, and 

protection 

UC06. Advanced measurement solution 

UC07. Distributed State Estimation 

UC08. Dynamic State Estimation based protection 

UC09. Self-healing solution 

UC10. Protection Schemes for islanded networks 

UC11. Coordinated voltage control 

UC12. Voltage Control for islanded conditions operation 

 

The technical solution is based on the Codex Smart Edge platform (CSE) of Atos. It is an edge computing 

infrastructure, and it relies on the deployment of a set of software nodes call Smart Nodes. Unlike standard 

IoT architectures, this architecture supports deployment for local processing (called Edge Computing) as well 

as collaborative local strategies between Smart Nodes (Swarm computing). This modern and open platform 

provides:  

▪ Telecommunication capabilities compliant with IOT and Edge Computing standards, 

▪ Computer facilities to host and run advanced DMS algorithms, 

This new IT architecture is to be plugged into the existing SCADA DMS through the secure and interoperable 

Open Cross-Platform, as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5 UNITED-GRID Solution overall architecture 

The flexible and customizable Web Dashboard enables the visualization of the results of the advanced 

functionalities as well as supervising their execution.  

The obtained results can be sent to the DSO’s SCADA and integrated within their own system. Any decision 

or control to be operated can be done directly through the solution, or from the DSO’s SCADA system with a 

final validation from the operator. Each functionality can be partially or totally automatized, depending on 

the user requirements. 

In the Web Dashboard, the lateral menu (see e.g. on the left of Figure 6(a) provides access to the different 

views of the solution: A map displaying the DSO’s network and the location of the smart nodes, or the location 

of the relevant electrical equipment (such as main stations or transformers, customers, etc.), the list of 

demonstrator’s sites, the node points and the data points, the different “Dashboards” that display in real-

time the results of the advanced functionalities, and the static and dynamic supervision of the advanced 

functionalities. 
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Figure 6 (a) Map of the DSO’s network with the nodes of interest  

 

Figure 6 (b) Static and dynamic supervision of an advanced functionality 

To display the results of the advanced functionalities, several options are possible: graphics visualization to 

display time series or any data set (as shown in Figure 7 (a), synoptic visualization to display the results in a 

one-line diagram of the grid (as shown in Figure 8), and classical alarms, pictures, tables or report 

visualization. 
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Figure 7 Graphic displaying the results of the PV forecast 

In the following figures, a dynamic one-line diagram of the DSO network is displayed. At different branches 

and nodes, the corresponding results are displayed, and according to the values, the lines, the transformers 

and the nodes can be colored. A time slider allows the selection of a specific date time in a time range. By 

moving the time slider, the synoptic is updated and then user can see the DSO network at the selected date. 

 

Figure 8 (a) Dynamic synoptic visualisation with a time slider   
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Figure 8 (b) Congestion management results  

 

In short, the overall solution can be viewed as a companion of the SCADA System providing either a support 

to grids operators with possible partial or complete automatized process and control of the grid.  

The problem the solution solves  

Historically, electrical energy was transported from large power plants to the centers of consumption. Hydro, 

nuclear, or coal power plants were often located far from the places of consumption, leading to a 

verticalization of energy distribution: from the energy producer down to the energy transporter and 

distributor who delivers the energy to the consumers. 

In recent years, the opening up of energy markets and legislative changes as well as the massive insertion of 

renewable energies and the technological advances, allow a greater number of actors to participate in the 

production or distribution of electrical energy. New electrical equipment, new technologies and new players 

are entering the world of energy supply. 

These changes bring new constraints and new challenges to the electrical grid operators which cannot be 

handled by the historical infrastructures and systems. For example, the amount of data is increasing to such 

an extent that it will not be possible for the current system to process it properly. A new and innovative way 

to manage the electrical grids is required to cope with the increasing complexity while turning most of them 

into opportunities, such as optimizing grid operations and reducing technical losses or operating cost. 

The following list presents the main challenges that can be encountered on the electrical grids due to the 

energy transition: 

▪ Security of the electrical grid and quality of the energy supply: Voltage regulation and control, 

variable energy sources and uncertain load, fault detection and localization under high renewable 

penetration, congestion management, balance between load and production (load and 

production peaks management), renewables and electrical vehicles management, 

▪ Cost and investments optimization: equipment sizing, infrastructure installation and investment, 

optimization of renewable resources, losses minimization, operation cost optimization. 

These challenges take part in the energy transition and must be faced mostly by the distribution grid operators 

who are the first to be affected by the changes operated on the electrical grids. They will all need in the 

near future new solutions aligned to new business models to manage the energy transition of the future 

electrical grids. 
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Moreover, each network is affected by its own constraints and has its own specific challenges. The size of 

the network, the nature (either urban or rural) and the infrastructure specificities imply a need for a flexible 

solution that would be able to propose adequate functionalities which could be customized or configurable 

in any condition. 

Alternative solution – how the customer has solved the problem so far  

Historically, the lower regulations about the quality of the energy supply, the lower global electrical 

consumption and the oversized infrastructure of the electrical grid enabled the supervision and control the 

grids without any advanced ADMS. 

Today, most DSOs do not have any challenge or unsolved problems yet. The energy transition is impacting 

each DSO in a different way: the first impacted are the biggest ones, and the last to be impacted are the 

smaller DSOs. However, all of them will have, in the near future, to cope with the main challenges implied 

by the massive insertion of renewables, electrical vehicles, batteries and multiple other changes coming on 

the electrical grids. This change of paradigm needs to be anticipated in order to be correctly managed and 

to collect the most benefits possible for any DSO.  

Even in a situation without any unsolved problem, an optimization of the grid operation could bring significant 

financial benefits to DSOs and could increase the stability of their grid. On the other hand, depending of the 

DSO, some existing problems can also be tolerated compared to the financial investment that would be 

required to solve them. The important point is the balance between the financial investment required for 

such a solution and the output benefits, and this point has not been crossed for a lot of DSOs. 

For the larger electrical grids, the changes are operating progressively, and the impacted DSOs have already 

invested in research and development or invested in existing solutions to cope with the increasing problems 

and complexity of the system. But most of them do not have any global solution to face the coming challenges 

and to optimize their grid.  

Unique Selling Point USP - Unique Value Proposition UVP  

The high value proposition is to promote distributed architecture to better manage, near the field, in real 

time, the renewable DER and other local actors on the field. There have been pilots, but there is not yet an 

industrial implementation of this edge computing approach. 

The main competitive benefit and innovative aspect is to provide an open solution to the customer (DSO) that 

preserve its initial investment: 

▪ The central system (their SCADA DMS system) is enriched by a set of “frontal SCADA DMS” that 

build an edge computing infrastructure to monitor in real time the stability of the grid 

▪ This approach allows to deal with new data, actors and functionalities without any upgrade, 

security or scalability problems of the existing system 

▪ This edge computing infrastructure is swarm computing ready: distributed intelligence can be 

deployed on the field, and local supervision and control is provided 

▪ This Toolbox is designed as a “Plug-and-Play” solution:  The available advanced functionalities 

can be easily adapted to the DSO’s grid and any new functionality required by the DSO can be 

easily embedded within the Toolbox. 

Moreover, the Solution provides a dual approach that is unique and can be used for both: 

▪ Agile Research & Development (R&D) developments and quick tests 

▪ Industrial Deployments through a containerization concept 
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This new solution is based on the most advanced Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) to 

propose the most scalable and secure infrastructure: Its design has been studied and validated to offer the 

best guarantees in terms of redundancy, reliability and cyber security. 

4.1.2 Market  
 

Target market 

The identified target markets are the following: 

▪ Energy 

▪ Electrical Distribution Network 

▪ Micro-grids 

▪ Renewable energy production unit 

▪ Building management 

 

Customer segments 

The associated customer segments are the following, by order of importance: 

▪ The first segment is the DSO (Distribution System Operator) 

▪ The second segment is the small TSO (Transport System Operator) 

▪ The third segment is the other Energy Utility companies such as the renewable energy producer 

and future battery farm operator 

▪ The last segment that can be considered is the Micro-Grids Operator 

 

The most important target group is the Distributed System Operators. As they operate the distribution grids, 

they are directly concerned by the identified future challenges and therefore by the advanced functionalities 

developed and integrated in the UNITED-GRID Solution. 

Within this group, different types of DSO are identified: 

▪ Very large DSO: the DSOs that have more than 1,000,000 customers or delivery points 

▪ Large DSO: the DSOs that have more than 150,000 and less than 1,000,000 customers or delivery 

points 

▪ Medium DSO: the DSOs that have more than 15,000 and less than 150,000 customers or delivery 

points 

▪ Small DSO: the DSOs that have less than 15,000 customers or delivery points 

 

The size of the DSO can be linked to their financial capacity to invest in research and development or in new 

solutions.  

Larger DSOs might have already invested in advanced functionalities to experiment new ways of operating 

their grid, and probably some of them have already the technical environment to deploy and test various 

kinds of use cases. For such a profile, if not for the solution as a whole, the customers might be interested 

only in some parts of the UNITED-GRID solution -and not the global architecture, such as: 

▪ Deploying and testing new advanced functionalities without using the Toolbox and Open Cross-

platform architecture, and integrating them in their own infrastructure 
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▪ Deploying only the distributed smart nodes and experimenting local execution of one or two advanced 

functionalities, and eventually experimenting their own use cases and functionalities on these smart 

nodes 

▪ Deploying the Toolbox and Open Cross-Platform architecture, but with their own advanced 

functionalities integrated and provided by it. 

 

These DSO are the ones to have their own research and development strategy: they are searching new 

solutions and they are able to easily invest in Proof-of-Concepts without necessarily looking for strong 

guarantee about the results and benefits.  

For the medium DSO the same analysis can be conducted, the difference being in the excepted benefits and 

the price of the solution that must be sized to their expectations and their financial capacity of investment. 

They are the most promising customer segment for the overall UNITED-GRID solution as they might not have 

such a solution yet, they start to be impacted by the energy transition and they have significant financial 

capability. To suit their business model, a lighter architecture of the solution can be designed with only one 

or two advanced functionalities. 

The smaller DSO are currently less impacted by the energy transition and might have lower financial capability 

to invest in the UNITED-GRID Solution. But as they usually have not done much experimentation yet, they can 

be easily contacted to do a proof-of-concept based on one or two advanced functionalities without the overall 

architecture and with a suitable business model. This is a good opportunity to obtain new references and to 

do further field experimentations with the advanced functionalities in a fast and efficient way. 

Depending on the size of the DSO the corresponding business model needs to be adapted as described in the 

next section.  

Early adopter  

From the previous analysis, Atos has identified the following early adopters:  

The customers who bought the Lynx SCADA/DMS product from Atos: Atos has close contacts with our Lynx 

customers every day for maintenance or installation purposes. Atos’ customer base is composed of at least 

twenty Europeans DSO of different size. Atos’ biggest advantage is to know from continuous discussion their 

strategy regarding the smart grid and the energy transition and to perfectly know their system, their network 

data and their potential interests. As Atos provides their SCADA system, Atos can propose them an optimal 

integration of the UNITED-GRID Solution in their own system or propose different proof-of-concepts with a 

suitable solution architecture and an adequate business plan.  

Atos’ customers who have other products related to the Smart Utilities sector: Same analysis than the 

previous point. For example, the customers who bought the Atos Smart Grid Suite (ASGS) smart metering 

product from Atos are also DSOs that might be interested in the UNITED-GRID Solution. 

The three DSO involved within the UNITED-GRID project (Sorea (F), Göteborg Energi (S) and Enexis (NL)) and 

their relations: We worked continuously with the three DSO of the UNITED-GRID project and we will eventually 

achieve some field experimentations on their grid. We seek to establish a long-term partnership and to 

continue the field experimentations after the end of the project through new proof-of-concepts. Moreover, 

each DSO have their own acquaintances and relationships with other DSOs. This is a good opportunity to get 

introduced to new DSOs. 

Potential customers who are also interested in acquiring the Lynx SCADA/DMS system or any Atos’ product: 

We have continuously new bids to which we answer, and meeting with potential customers that are interested 

in one or several of our solutions. Each time it is possible and relevant, we can present the UNITED-GRID 

solution and the developed advanced functionalities. 
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European DSO of any size, contacted by our commercial team that would be interested to have such a 

solution: we have a dedicated team to contact energy utilities and to propose them a meeting to present our 

solution. 

Competitors 

The UNITED-GRID solution is an ADMS providing advanced functionalities to operate the grid in a more 

efficient way. Therefore, Atos can distinguish competition at two different levels: the competition regarding 

the ADMS, the architecture and the provided features, and the competition regarding the advanced 

functionalities. 

Apart from the offered functionalities, any company that proposes an ADMS environment ready to integrate 

and install advanced functionalities are strong competitors. The ADMS is a complex solution that is sold mostly 

by big companies.  

Apart from the ADMS, for each advanced functionality competitors might exist. In this case, any small 

company that proposes the same functionality even as a unique service is part of the competition. Small 

companies that are dedicated to one technology may be more efficient and have a better solution due to 

their massive investment in the development of this solution. The UNITED-GRID Solution must ensure the best 

results possible to each of its advanced functionality. 

In the end, the main competitors for both aspects of the UNITED-GRID solution are the companies from the 

electric equipment industry, which offer conventional SCADA DMS System:  

▪ Schneider Electric 

▪ ETAP 

▪ Survalent 

▪ ABB 

▪ Siemens 

▪ GE (General Electric) 

▪ PSI 

 

These companies, in parallel of the SCADA system, tend to offer smart services to operate the grids either as 

stand-alone functionality or eventually provided within an ADMS. Various kinds of solutions exist that cover 

some of the UNITED-GRID Solution functionalities. 

Among the already existing solutions on the market, the following ones are in competition with the advanced 

functionalities offered by the UNITED-GRID Solution: 

▪ OMS (Outage Management System) 

▪ Load and Production forecasting  

▪ Volt-Var Optimisation 

▪ Voltage regulation 

▪ Distribution automation  

▪ Demand Response or DRMS (Demand Response Management System) 

▪ EMS (Energy Management System) 

▪ DERMS (Distributed Energy Resources Management System) 

▪ Distribution State Estimator & Power Flow 

▪ Advanced Analytics 

 

Smaller companies such as start-ups can also provide some of the above-mentioned functionalities. 
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Moreover, universities can also be viewed as competitors: DSO tend to have close relationship to the local 

university, and they may have proof-of-concepts or pilot projects with students or with PhD students. These 

projects may fulfill some of their existing needs, and therefore it may have a negative impact on their 

willingness to purchase a solution from the market. 

As indirect competition, we can identify the DSO that have their own research and development team, and 

that are able to develop their own advanced functionalities or ADMS.  

Atos has conducted a complete analysis about the competition (pros and cons) that is confidential and that 

cannot be published in a project report. 

Go to Market – your business model  

Here are the three possibilities to do business with a customer: 

▪ Sell the UNITED-GRID Solution as an ADMS, without any of the advanced functionalities of the 

UNITED-GRID project.  

▪ Sell the UNITED-GRID Solution as an ADMS, with one or several advanced functionalities of the 

UNITED-GRID project.  

For both options, the architecture of the overall solution can be adapted to the customer requirements.  

▪ Sell only one or several advanced functionalities of the UNITED-GRID project, without selling the 

ADMS global architecture. 

Atos will consider the integration of any advanced functionality required by the customer that does not exist 

yet in the UNITED-GRID Solution. This new advanced functionality may come from: 

▪ The customer itself, which can provide the models or executables to Atos that would integrate it 

within the Toolbox, 

▪ Atos, which can develop a new functionality with its own research and development team, that 

is composed of energy utilities and electrical grids experts, 

▪ Any third party, such as innovative start-ups, universities, partners or utility companies, either 

recommended by the customer or from Atos’ prospect.  

The identified business models are the following: 

▪ Pilot projects or Proof-Of-Concepts (POC), 
▪ Technology licensing, 
▪ Contract research to add new algorithms and valid global solution through new experimentations, 
▪ New experimentations with our products end-users, 
▪ Contracts with DSO to customize and deploy the solution with support and training services. 

 

Go to Market - time  

Three activities are being conducted: 

▪ Pilots / Proof-of-concept deployment 
▪ Research & development of the solution  
▪ Sales & Marketing 

 

Within a year  

▪ Pilots & proof-of-concepts 
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The first step is to continue the field experimentations of the parts of the solution that require it. Moreover, 

we need to increase the references of each advanced functionality (by finding new field experimentations 

for example) in order to quantify and secure the value offered by each of them. Within a year, the objective 

is to conduct at least one new field experimentation for each advanced functionality integrated within the 

solution. 

The deployment of the overall architecture of the solution does not require much experimentations and the 

commercialisation is ready to be done. An optimal integration of the solution with the Lynx SCADA System 

will be elaborated, based on pilot projects. The objective is to have, within a year, at least one pilot project 

with a Lynx’s customer to deploy the UNITED-GRID solution in their DMS. 

▪ Research & development of the solution  
In parallel, the list of High-Level Use Cases (HLUC) will be updated using the Atos available use cases and the 

existing partnerships with innovating start-ups. A roadmap of the most promising advanced functionality that 

must be implemented is being elaborated. The objective is to have at least one new advanced functionality 

integrated in the toolbox within a year. 

▪ Sales & Marketing 
The first objective of sales and marketing will be to contract new pilots or proof-of-concepts. The strategy 

will be oriented in this direction, to obtain more references and to finish the solution validation and 

evaluation. 

From this point, the objective will be the expansion and multiplication of the solution deployment by 

concluding contracts with new customers. Actors as described in the customer segment from the identified 

target market will be regularly contacted to have commercial meetings and demonstrations based on one or 

several HLUC.  

In parallel, we aim to regularly promote the UNITED-GRID Solution through commercial and business 

meetings, user’s club events, external event such as Utility Week international manifestation, CIRED, etc.  

Marketing materials are continuously updated throughout the time to promote the solution. 

From this point, the Go To Market strategy and marketing will be updated. 

4.1.3 Intellectual Property and ownership rights 
 

IPR background  

As discussed and agreed with the partners of the UNITED-GRID project, Atos has an exclusive ownership and 

IPR on the Advanced DMS Toolbox and Open Cross-Platform, based on Atos software Codex Smart Edge 

License. A stand-alone commercialisation does not require the involvement of the other partners of the 

UNITED-GRID project. 

 

 

Figure 9 IPR for the Tool-Box and the Open-Cross-Platform as agreed 
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The solution embeds 6 advanced functionalities, therefore the commercialisation has been discussed with 

each functionality’s owner. 

The integrated advanced functionalities that can be sold with the UNITED-GRID Solution are the following: 

▪ UC1: Production Forecast (Owned by CEA) 

▪ UC2: Consumption Forecast (Owned by CEA) 

▪ UC3: Congestion Forecast tool (Owned by Chalmers) 

▪ UC4: Congestion Management (Owned by TU/e) 

▪ UC6: Advanced measurement solution (Owned by SST) 

▪ UC7: Distributed State-Estimation (Owned by Atos) 

IPR foreground  

▪ UC1: Production Forecast (Owned by CEA) 

 

▪ UC2: Consumption Forecast (Owned by CEA) 

As agreed between CEA and Atos, any commercialization of UC01 and UC02 must be contracted between the 

two parties.  

▪ UC3: Congestion Forecast (Owned by Chalmers) 

 
As discussed, and agreed with Chalmers, a non-exclusive license is granted to Atos to use and deploy the 

developed algorithm from UC03 in its current state. Nevertheless, a long-term partnership between Chalmers 

and Atos is desired by both parties to conduct further field experimentations and to assess and validate UC03 

under different real-time conditions. 

Therefore, each time Atos find an opportunity to sell UC03 or to deploy it in a proof-of-concept or in a pilot, 

Chalmers will be informed and proposition to work together on the project will be systematically offered. 

Atos will keep Chalmers informed about any modification on the core code of UC03 or on any feature related 

to UC03 such as the graphical interface and the visualisation of the UC03’s results. 

Similarly, Chalmers will keep Atos informed about any improvements made on the algorithm of UC03, and 

any opportunity with a potential customer or partner to deploy this UC. 

▪ UC4: Congestion Management (Owned by TU/e) 

As discussed, and agreed between TU/e and Atos, any commercialization of UC4 must be contracted between 

the two parties. Nevertheless, a long-term partnership between the two companies is wished by both TU/e 

and Atos to conduct further field experimentations and to assess and validate UC4 under different real-time 

conditions. Therefore, each time Atos finds an opportunity to sell UC04 or to deploy it in a proof-of-concept 

or in a pilot, TU/e will be informed and proposition to work together on the project will be systematically 

offered. Atos will keep TU/e informed about any modification on the core code of UC4 or on any feature 

related to UC4 such as the graphical interface and the visualisation of the UC4’s results. 

On the other side, TU/e will keep Atos informed about any improvements made on the algorithm of UC4, and 

any opportunity with a potential customer or partner to deploy this UC. 

▪ UC06: Advanced measurement solution (Owned by SST) 

As agreed between SST and Atos, any commercialization of UC6 will depend on the selling option adopted by 

the final customer. The customer may contract directly with SST the installation of smart sensors. If UC6 is 

sold as part of the UNITED-GRID Solution to be displayed through the UNITED-GRID Dashboard or to be used 
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by another advanced functionality, then a specific contract will be established to integrate the data from 

the smart sensors within the UNITED-GRID Solution and to exploit them. 

The complete commercialisation plan of UC06 is described in a dedicated chapter of this report. 

▪ UC7: Distributed State-Estimation (Owned by Atos) 

As Atos is owning UC7, no IPR is required, and the commercialisation is entirely under the responsibility of 

Atos. 

4.1.4 Exploitation roadmap   
 

Actions – brief description of actions planned 3-6 months after project end 

Sales & Marketing 

▪ Develop marketing materials to promote solutions based on UNITED-GRID’s KERs. 
o Slide presentation:  

▪ ADMS + description of each UC 
▪ Future Use Cases description 

o Long article - Word article (5 pages) 
o Short description  

▪ Update the marketing and sales strategy 

Research & development of the solution 

▪ Elaborate the roadmap of the solution 
o Draw a map of the different sectors and levels of the electrical grids, and draw the existing 

solutions, with the existing actors (customers / partners / suppliers). Identify the most 
promising HLUC for each type of actor and the most promising UC for each situation 

▪ Elaborate a long-term strategy: Identify features, functionalities or UC to be implemented in the 
UNITED-GRID Solution, with a priority, a milestone and a strategy to find financing and pilot.  

▪ Complete the offer with new advanced functionalities to enrich the portfolio of HLUC: Atos’ existing 
UC, R&D project, Partnership from start-ups, Universities 

Pilots / Proof-of-concept deployment 

▪ Present demonstrator first to our customers and product’s user groups. 
o Customers of the Atos’s Lynx SCADA System: Already two customers are interested. Dedicated 

meetings with each of them have been planned.  
o Propose and contract new pilots or proof-of-concepts based on one or several HLUC and if 

possible based on the distributed approach 
▪ Present demonstrator secondly to our partners or any potential new partner that could provide new 

advanced functionalities. 
o Partners of the UNITED-GRID project, customers of other Atos’ products 
o Propose and contract new pilots or proof-of-concepts based on one or several HLUC and, if 

possible, based on the distributed approach 
  

Roles of partners involved 

▪ CEA (UC1/UC2) 

o To participate in project pilots or proof-of-concept to deploy UC1 or UC2 

o To promote the UNITED-GRID solution and to search for new pilots regarding the overall 

solution or regarding UC1 and UC2 

▪ Chalmers (UC3):  
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o To inform Atos about any improvement of UC3 and to provide the details about the changes 

in the algorithm 

o To inform Atos about any new pilots or experimentations done of UC3 

o To participate in project pilots or proof-of-concept to deploy UC3 

o To promote the UNITED-GRID solution and to search for new pilots regarding the overall 

solution or regarding UC3 

▪ TU/e (UC4) 

o To inform Atos about any improvement of UC4 and to provide the details about the changes 

in the algorithm 

o To inform Atos about any new pilots or experimentations done of UC4 

o To participate in project pilots or proof-of-concept to deploy UC4 

o To promote the UNITED-GRID solution and to search for new pilots regarding the overall 

solution or regarding UC4 

▪ SST (UC6) 

o To continue working with Atos on the business model involving UC6 and other advanced 

functionalities that could use the results from UC6.  

o To promote the UNITED-GRID solution and to search for new pilots regarding the overall 

solution or regarding UC6  

Milestones and monitoring parameters 

▪ 3-6 months after the project end:  
o Present and propose new pilots or experimentations to the identified customer segment, 

based on one or several HLUC and based on the distributed approach. 
o Elaborate the complete marketing materials and business strategy. Elaborate the roadmap 

of the solution and of the advanced functionalities. 
▪ Within 1 year after the project end:  

o Conduct at least one new field experimentation for each advanced functionality integrated 
within the solution 

o Contract at least one pilot project with a Lynx’s customer to deploy the UNITED-GRID solution 
in their DMS  

o Integrate at least one new advanced functionality in the toolbox  
▪ Update marketing and sales strategy  

Future experiments and pilots will provide visibility beyond one year. 

Impact in 3-year time 

The expected impact of growth/benefits for the society (jobs created, investments mobilized, turnover 

generated). 

The financial impacts for Atos are confidential and they are updated through a continuous process.  

Atos’ business objectives in 3-year time are: 

▪ Enlarge discussions within their products’ user-groups and with new customers about intelligent 
distribution grids with a high DER penetration and solutions to manage them the most effectively. 

▪ Enrich our portfolio of solutions and services for Energy Distribution Management with a focus in 
European DSOs with a high level of renewable DERs, in Spain for instance. 

▪ New experimentations and then projects as soon as the solutions and market are mature. 
  

Costs over the next 1-3 years 

The most important costs are listed for each type of activity: 
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Pilots / Proof-of-concept deployment  

▪ Installation costs of the deployment of the ICT infrastructure of the ADMS: the office Smart Node and 
eventually one or several edge Smart Nodes 

▪ Deployment of the advanced functionalities and the required equipment/hardware and services 
▪ Maintenance and operation costs of the system  
▪ External services license (for example: weather forecast provider) 
▪ Training the customer to use the new system. 

 

Research and development activities  

• Continuous research and review of existing solutions or innovative algorithms, data scientists for 
Artificial Intelligence development. 

 

Marketing and sales activities  

• Prospects, bids, internal and external communication. 
 

Details about the cost estimation for Atos are confidential. They are updated through a continuous process. 

Revenues over the next 1-3 years 

The revenues for Atos are confidential. They are updated through a continuous process. 

 

Other sources of coverage 

The sources of coverage for Atos are confidential. They are updated through a continuous process. 

 

KER’s Exploitation form 

 

KER’s Exploitation Form 

(how the KER will be further exploited – Select only an option) 

Selected route   Implementing actor Yes No 

DIRECT USE Commercialisation: deployment of a novel 

product/service (offered to the target markets) 

One partner  x   

A group of partners x    

Contract research (new contracts signed by the research 

group with external clients) 

A partner  x   

A group of partners  x   

A new research project (application to public funded 

research programmes) 

A partner  x   

A group of partners  x   
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Implementation of a new university - course (Note that a 

training course is a service) 

A partner    x 

A group of partners    x 

A new partnership   x  

INDIRECT USE Transfer of ownership (IPR) A partner  x   

A group of partners  x   

Licensing IPR A partner  x   

A group of partners  x   

Development of a new legislation/standard A partner    x 

A group of partners    x 

Spin- off A partner    x 

A group of partners   x  

By assignment   x  

By licensing    x 

Other (please describe)       

 

 

Action Plan  

Responsible Partner To do ASAP To do during the 
remaining part of 
the project 

To do after the 
project (12 
months) 

To do after the 
project (24-36 
months) 

ATOS >Update 
Marketing 
Materials of the 
United-Grid 
Solution 
>Update 
Marketing 
Materials of 
UC07 

>Finish the 
business model 
and marketing 
strategy 

>Elaborate the 
roadmap of the 
solution 
>Develop and 
integrate new Use 
Cases 
>Improve the 
existing ones 
>Find new pilots 
for the United-
Grid Solution 
 

>Contract with 
new customers 
 
 

CEA >Update 
Marketing 
Materials of 
UC01 & UC02 

 >To promote the 
United-Grid 
solution and to 
search for new 
pilots regarding 
the overall 
solution or 

>To participate in 
project pilots or 
proof-of-concept 
to deploy UC01 or 
UC02 
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regarding UC01 & 
UC02 

SST >Update 
Marketing 
Materials of 
UC06 

 >To promote the 
United-Grid 
solution and to 
search for new 
pilots regarding 
the overall 
solution or 
regarding UC06 

>To participate in 
project pilots or 
proof-of-concept 
to deploy UC06 

Chalmers >Update 
Marketing 
Materials of 
UC03 

 >To promote the 

United-Grid 

solution and to 

search for new 

pilots regarding 

the overall 

solution or 

regarding UC03 

 

>To participate in 
project pilots or 
proof-of-concept 
to deploy UC03 

TU/e >Update 
Marketing 
Materials of 
UC04 

 >To promote the 
United-Grid 
solution and to 
search for new 
pilots regarding 
the overall 
solution or 
regarding UC04 

>To participate in 
project pilots or 
proof-of-concept 
to deploy UC04 

     

     

     

     

 

4.1.5 Description of business model 
 

Business Model: GridY - an Advanced Distribution Management System for the distribution grids 

Keys partners Key activities Value propositions Customer 
relationships 

Customer segments 

WF service: Weather 
forecasting provider 
 
Advanced 
functionalities 
providers: start-ups, 
Universities, utilities 
companies 
 
Hardware providers: 
servers, machines 
and electronic 
components 
 

Research & 
Development 
activities: Complete 
the offer throughout 
the time with new 
advanced 
functionalities to 
enrich the portfolio of 
HLUC 
 
Marketing and sales: 
Update the marketing 
and sales strategy 
continuously and 
promote the solution 
 
Propose and find new 
pilots or Proof-of-
Concepts based on 
one or several HLUC  

Offer advanced 
functionalities as 
smart services to 
optimize the 
operation of the grids 
 
Provide a complete 
and flexible solution 
to easily integrate 
and deploy new use 
cases 
 
Promote distributed 
architecture with 
swarm 
communication 
capabilities required 
by the energy 
transition challenges 
 

Atos partners and 
customers: regular 
communication 
(meeting, emails or 
publications) 
 
Atos prospects: bids 
and commercial 
demonstrations 
 
 
 
 

System operators: 
DSO (Distribution 
System Operator) or 
Small TSO (Transport 
System Operator) 
 
Any other Energy 
Utility companies 
such as the renewable 
energy producers 
(DERs), aggregators, 
or future battery 
farm operators 
 
Micro-Grids 
Operators 
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Key resources Increase the 
performance for 
advanced 
management and 
control systems for 
DSO 
 
Allow a better 
integration of 
renewables and DERs 
 

Channels 

 
Sales & Commercials 
 
Data scientists and 
data analysts 
 
Electrical engineers 
and research 
scientists 
 
Developers and 
integrators 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Atos partners and 
customers from the 
Utility sector 
 
Prospects & bids 
from the identified 
customer segment 
 
Project partners’ 
network and 
relationships 
 
Internal and external 
events: Utility weeks, 
CIRED, IEEE 
PowerTech, etc. 
 
Media: website, 
LinkedIn, 
publications, ect. 
 

Cost structure Revenue streams 

Pilots / Solution deployment: 
Installation costs of the deployment of 
the ICT infrastructure of the ADMS: 
the office Smart Node and eventually 
one or several edge Smart Nodes 

- Deployment of the advanced 
functionalities and the required 
equipment/hardware and services 

- Maintenance and operation costs of 
the system  

- External services license (e.g. : 
weather forecast provider) 

- Training the customer to use the new 
system 

 
Research and development activities: 
continuous research and review of existing 
solutions or innovative algorithms, data 
scientists for Artificial Intelligence development 
 
Marketing and sales activities: prospects, bids, 
internal and external communication 

Selling the whole ADMS infrastructure composed of Smart Nodes 
 
Selling each advanced functionality as a smart service 
 
Selling real-time execution through an industrial deployment as well as 
an agile R&D development and testing environment 
 

 

4.1.6 Recommendations to DSOs that want to implement GridY 
When deploying GridY, two main requirements are important to reach the solution optimal functioning: 

▪ Requirements on data 
▪ Requirements on communication and interfaces 

 

Data requirements 

The customer needs to provide the adequate minimum data set to run each advanced functionality. 

Depending on the advanced functionality, the need for data is different. Even if the functionalities have been 

designed to be flexible and customizable so they can be adapted to the maximum number of different 

customers, there will always remain a minimum data set to provide in order to execute correctly each 

functionality. 

For example, the Electrical Network data of the DSO are classical data used by advanced functionalities: they 

correspond to any data from the DSO electrical grid that can be associated to a physical equipment or to the 
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global network: measurements, characteristics, location, etc. The following types of data have been 

identified considering the distinction between dynamic and static data: 

▪ Bus-oriented model: Complete description of the electrical network using nodes (=busses) and 
branches model and including all electrical parameters as well as dynamic connection between 
equipment and real-time values of measurements. This model is composed of static and dynamic 
data: 

o Static description:  
▪ Static description of connections between electrical equipment through nodes and 

branches model (= static topology). This is a list of nodes and a list of branches 
(transformers or lines/cables). Each branch connects two nodes. 

▪ Nodes and branches electrical parameters/characteristics: Each node and each 
branch correspond to real electrical equipment (one or several equipment connected 
together). Electrical parameters and other static data related to this equipment are 
associated to the corresponding node/branch. 

▪ List of measurements, characteristics of the measurements and the node or the 
branch related to each measurement 

o Dynamic description: 
▪ Real-time values of any measurements associated to a node or a branch: voltage, 

current, active and reactive power, weather data, etc. 
▪ Real-time status of breakers, switches, etc. that characterizes the connection 

between nodes and branches. 
▪ Global parameters of the electrical network: These data cannot be associated to a specific node or 

branch, but can be associated to a Domain (DSO electrical network) 
o Static data: Any data not related to a specific node or branch, such as nominal values, 

configuration data, constraints and limits of the network, etc. 
 

Moreover, in real-time conditions, the latest data must be sent to (or collected by) the UNITED-GRID Solution 

with the same time frequency than the execution of the advanced functionality that requires it. 

Communication & interfaces requirements 

The interface between the UNITED-GRID solution and the other actors of the system is really important, such 

as: 

▪ The SCADA system of the DSO 
▪ Remote Terminal Units (RTU) of the DSO network (enable a direct communication with any physical 

equipment or sensor on the field) 
▪ Any external system (server, data provider on the cloud, etc.) 

 

The centralized Smart Node usually is interconnected with most of the involved actors of the system, whereas 

the distributed Smart Nodes communicate with a restricted set of actors, depending on the functional 

requirements.  

On each Smart Node instantiation, only the used communication layers are implemented, the distributed 

nodes are therefore usually lighter than the centralized node. The Smart Node functionalities of the UNITED-

GRID Solution regarding communication can be categorized along two functional pillars described in Table 2:   

 

Table 2 UGS Smart Node communication pillars 

Pillar Services  Examples 

Southbound 
connectivity 

Support for industrial protocols and 
wired and wireless sensors. These 

Serial Modbus,TCP Modbus, BACNET, OPCUA 
Client, Physical Sensors, SigFox transmittors, 
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services are used to connect industrial 
field assets. 

LoRAWAN transmittors, IEC61850, SNMP, 
Modbus/M-Bus gateways. 

Swarm 
Connectivity 

Support for message-oriented 
communication enabling collaboration 
between CSE Smart Nodes or third-party 
entities (IoT or Industrial Supervision 
systems).  

ZeroMQ, MQTT, OPC UA Serveur et Client. 

 
The final customer must be able to interface with the UNITED-GRID Solution by using one or several 
communication solutions presented in Table 2. This is not an important constraint, as the UNITED-

GRID Solution is offering a lot of different communication solutions. Moreover, the architecture of 
the overall solution is flexible: 

▪ Depending on the needs of the different partners and of the advanced functionalities, the 
Smart Nodes (as “Edge nodes”) are deployed on the field, to acquire process data from assets, 
via industrial protocols. 

▪ Depending on the needs of the different partners and of the advanced functionalities, Smart 
Nodes are deployed on the offices, to interface with DSO infrastructure like SCADA or DMS. 

▪ Depending on the advanced functionalities, each Smart Node (“Cloud node” and “Edge 
nodes”) can potentially deal with advanced functions: 

o By interfacing with them (mainly via files (for example CSV over FTP)) 

o By hosting them (deployed as containers) 
Advanced functions deployed within a smart node can also take advantage of the MQTT broker communication 

capabilities. 

4.1.7 Tackling barriers that may prevent GridY from market entrance 
 

The identified barriers have strong impacts on the ability to sell the solution, either for pilots, for proof-of-

concepts or for long-term contract. For each barrier, solutions have been elaborated. 

The barriers have been sorted by order of importance and listed below with the associated solutions. 

 

Problem Reasons Solutions 

Not speaking the language of 
the market or not speaking 
to the market at all 
 

-Bad UC portfolio: not enough UC 
or not the adequate UC 
-Bad customer profile 
identification 
 

-Market analysis and roadmap 
elaboration 
-Knowing the customer 
strategy and need 
-Having the technical resources 
to develop the UC 

Bad solution compared to the 
competition 
 

-No identified added-value 
-Too light UC portfolio 
-Not enough benefits  
-Missing essential features 
-Too expensive 
 

-Market analysis and roadmap 
elaboration 
-Elaborate indicators to 
estimate the expected benefits 
-Work on the added-value, 
anticipate future needs of the 
customers 

Good solution but lack of 
interest from the customers 
 

-Bad marketing materials -Marketing materials analysis 
and elaboration 
-Having the same language 
with the customer 
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Too expensive or a bad 
cost/benefit ratio 
 

-Inadequate financial strategy 
-Too expensive compared to the 
competition 
-No benefits estimation (financial 
or other) 

-Knowing the price of the 
market 
-Adequate financing strategy  
-Ability to explain the concrete 
benefits to the customers 
-Cost evaluation of each UC 

Lack of references 
 

-No trust in the solution 
-Not enough real-time 
experimentations 
 

-Pilots and proof-of-concepts 
(POC) focus to increase the 
references 
-Adequate pricing strategy and 
sales approach to contract 
pilots and POC 
-Strategy to secure the path up 
to the first real customer 
licensing contract. 

Inadequate roadmap and 
long-term strategy 

-Not working on future paths 
-No Secure funding 
 
 

-Elaboration of the roadmap 
including market and financing 
strategy 

Not Handling ownership -Conflict with partners of the 
project that provide a UC 

- Assessment of the partner’s 
involvement 
-Discussion and elaboration of 
IPR and ownership rights 

Feasibility of deployment -requirements too high to deploy 
the solution or the UC 
Constraints and limitations too 
important 

-The UC are designed to be 
flexible and to be executed on 
degraded conditions.  
The benefits for each 
implementation will be 
measured and explained to the 
customer, with the corrective 
actions or the improvements 
that can be done to optimize 
the quality and the benefits of 
the solution. 

 

4.2 UC1 Renewable forecast tool 
 

4.2.1 Description of the Key Exploitable Result (KER) 
A renewable forecasting tool with high prediction accuracy, including two modules:  

▪ Module 1: A day-ahead forecasting module which is based on meteorological data, and  
▪ Module 2: A very short-term forecasting module which is based on a camera filming the sky 

The day-ahead forecasting module incorporates a set of algorithms which purpose is to predict the production 

of photovoltaic systems for the following day with a time step of one minute and one hour, based on weather 

forecasts and historical data on production. At first, weather forecasts for a given day (the day after or two 

days later, for example) are retrieved and processed in order to obtain forecasts for the site in question. The 

time step of the weather forecast is typically 3h, then it is necessary to move to a lower time step by 

interpolation (by convention, we chose to work with a time step of one minute). 

On the other hand, the principle of Module 2 is to observe the cloud cover from the site, and to predict its 

evolution in the minutes that follow. The observation of the cloud coverage is conducted by using camera 

filming the sky periodically. The taken images are then process and integrated into the forecasting tool. The 

camera is connected to a remote PC, on which software can communicate with the camera to launch image 

acquisition orders, retrieve images and store them locally. 
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The problem the solution solves  

Increasing penetration of renewable energy, especially photovoltaic (PV) systems sources into distribution 

grids have imposed various challenges on DSOs or dispatchers who are holding the responsibility for the 

supply-demand balance due to their highly intermittent natures. For instance, during high demand period, a 

sudden drop in power provided by PV systems due to cloud coverage can result in severe power imbalance 

and power swing. Consequently, the system frequency may fluctuate and go beyond permissible ranges if no 

further remedial action is taken into consideration on time. 

Moreover, rapid integration of PV systems into distribution grids may cause several other issues such as grid 

congestion and phase unbalance. Opposed to traditional grids that are characterized by unidirectional of 

power flow, the installation of a large number of PV systems downstream the distribution feeders may 

overload them. Phase unbalance may come up due to the integration of single-phase PV systems, resulting in 

overloading of one phase while other phases may be loaded with light loads. 

An additional issue is that due to the uncertain behavior of PV production, DSOs cannot optimize the 

combination of different available energy sources to achieve the minimization of generation cost. If the PV 

production can be predicted, the DSOs can plan to reduce the use of some expensive generating units like 

diesels during the high solar irradiance period. 

On the other hand, PV owners may find it difficult to determine the time for selling or storing/consuming the 

generated energy due to the high intermittency of solar irradiance in order to obtain the maximum benefit 

from their installed PV systems. 

Alternative solution – how the customer has solved the problem so far  

Regarding the DSOs, they can limit the PV production/new installation to avoid the possible grid congestion 

during high solar irradiance time. Moreover, DSOs can increase the operating reserve of the grid by installing 

other generation means such as diesel. 

However, these solutions will either result in the benefit conflicts with the PV owners or increase the cost of 

the energy produced. Finally, yet importantly, DSOs cannot operate the grid actively without the anticipation 

of PV production in advance.  

Unique Selling Point USP - Unique Value Proposition UVP  

▪ Unique solution is based on the filming camera in addition to historical data to increase the 

prediction accuracy 

▪ Easy to implement camera filming the sky  

▪ Continuous improvement of forecasting accuracy by learning the historical data and comparing 

the predicted values with the actual measurement 

▪ High flexibility with different data structures and sources 

▪ High accuracy compared with the existing ones 

▪ Availability of data input processing 

As mentioned previously, the current practice deployed by DSOs is to limit the production of PV systems 

during peak hours if there are any overloading/overvoltage issues arisen. However, this can lead to conflict 

with the benefits of PV plant owners whose ultimate objective is to maximize their benefit. Moreover, this is 

opposed to the undeniable trend of transition to a non-carbon electricity generation and also possibly reduces 

the interest of potential investors on renewable energy. So, DSOs should consider the developed forecasting 

tools as one of the prioritized solutions for coping with the high penetration of renewable (PV) systems into 

their networks. The deployment of the forecasting tool may benefit the DSOs in many ways such as: 
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▪ Increase total PV installed capacity in the grid so that the use of other more expensive resources 

like diesel-based generation is reduced, while maintaining and guaranteeing the stability of the 

whole grids 

▪ Manage different sources more effectively so that they can reduce the cost of the energy (MWh) 

produced 

▪ Reduce the amount of operating reserves needed for the system, resulting in the decrease of the 

cost for system balancing 

▪ Improve the frequency stability and voltage control 

▪ Reduce the storage capacity associated with the reduction of renewable energy uncertainty 

▪ Anticipate the risk of grid congestion during the high PV production and have appropriate actions 

to reduce the PV curtailment 

4.2.2 Market  
 

Target market  

This tool will initially be commercialized in France and in the world. However, it needs to be improved 

through a demonstration at Sorea during the UNITED-GRID project. Feedbacks from the demonstrations are 

necessary to improve the performance of the developed tool and for the commercialization at a larger scale 

to many customers around the world and different kinds of DSOs. 

The target market: 

▪ DSOs (small- and medium-size): DSOs not only in France but also around the world that are 

struggling with the high integration of PV systems. Moreover, other DSOs also need the tool for 

preparing for the future situations with high PV penetration. 

▪ Renewable energy plant owners 

▪ Research and academia: educational institution, R&D companies, research institutions can use 

the tool as a benchmark for evaluating their developed modules or generate the input for other 

ones such as congestion forecasting algorithms, network planning....   

▪ Energy providers 

Customer segments: 

▪ DSO trials 

▪ Power Engineering research and education 

Early adopters: 

▪ Researchers, PhD students power engineering laboratories (short-term) 

▪ DSO pilot projects: Sorea is the DSO that allows CEA to install the equipment for collecting the 

data for evaluating and then improving the forecasting tool 

Competitors 

Existing renewable forecasting solution providers, such as: 

▪ Energy&meteo systems GmbH 

▪ Vaisala 

▪ Enercast GmbH 

 Competitor strengths: 

▪ Mature AI- and big data-based technology 
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▪ Well-developed data center for training the forecasting tool 

▪ A long history of development 

▪ Firm relationship and wide networks with utility companies 

Competitor weakness: 

▪ Just based on meteorological data from international meteorological services 

CEA’s very short-term renewable forecasting solution which is based on the affordable camera filming the 

sky can be considered as a strength. 

Go to Market – your business model  

The use model is to transfer the developed knowledge to industrial partners. Demo data are collected on 

Sorea grid and could be available to customers like Atos. The developed forecasting tool can be offered alone 

because it is fully developed. 

Time to market 

1-3 years 

4.2.3 Intellectual Property and ownership rights 
 

IPR background  

Before joining UNITED-GRID, CEA had initial version of the forecasting tool including two modules as 

mentioned above. However, the performance of the tool needed to be improved and validated in the course 

of UNITED-GRID. 

IPR foreground  

After UNITED-GRID project, CEA improved the performance of the forecasting tool and has complete IPR on 

the renewable forecasting tool developed in UC1. CEA and Atos can discuss to find the future business 

opportunities for the tool, but any commercialization has to be contracted between the two parties. 

4.2.4 Exploitation roadmap   
 

Actions – brief description of actions planned 3-6 months after project end 

▪ As mentioned previously, new versions of the forecasting tool can be commercialized 
independently. In order to achieve this, CEA will keep monitoring and collecting the necessary 
data in order to improve its performance 

▪ It is possible to collaborate with Atos to integrate the new version of the tool into their miniSCADA 
system. 

  

Roles of each partners involved 

▪ CEA: maintains the current action and keeps monitoring and analyzing the collected data as well 
as providing feedbacks for improving the performance of the tool 

▪ Sorea: should allow CEA to access their network and the equipment installed during the UC1 
▪ Atos: improving interface issues arisen when connecting the tool with their SCADA 

 

Milestones and monitoring parameters 
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• Six months after the end of the project: finish the data collection 

• One year after the end of project: Modification of solution as per feedbacks from data collected 
mentioned above 

• Three years after the end of project: Finalization of commercialization for the new version of the 
tool   

  

Impact in 3-year time 

The expected impact of growth/benefits for the society (jobs created, investments mobilized, turnover 

generated): 

▪ Improvement of the operation of distribution grids 
▪ Increased performance for advanced management and control systems for DSO 
▪ Better integration of renewables and DERs 
▪ Better service for consumption 

  

Costs over the next 1-3 years 

The most important costs are listed for each type of activity: After the project, all the financial support for 

the further activities regarding the developed forecasting tool will be ended. However, some of the costs can 

be anticipated, as follows: 

▪ Cost for R&D activities: some aspects of the forecasting tool are required to re-considered and 
improved. 

▪ Cost for proof-of-concept implementation: the tool also needs to be demonstrated on several 
additional real networks to validate and demonstrate its performance for the interested partners. 

▪ Cost for marketing and sale activities 
 

Revenues over the next 1-3 years 

The financial aspect of CEA cannot be published. However, some revenue streams from the tool can be: 

▪ selling the measurement equipment 
▪ benefits from reduction in renewable curtailments 

 

Other sources of coverage 

N/A 

 

KER’s Exploitation form 

 

KER’s Exploitation Form 

(how the KER will be further exploited – Select only an option) 

Selected route   Implementing 

actor 
Yes No 

DIRECT USE One partner  x   
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Commercialisation: deployment of a novel 

product/service (offered to the target markets) 

A group of partners  x   

Contract research (new contracts signed by the 

research group with external clients) 

A partner  x   

A group of partners   x  

A new research project (application to public funded 

research programmes) 

A partner x    

A group of partners x    

Implementation of a new university - course (Note 

that a training course is a service) 

A partner  x   

A group of partners  x   

A new partnership   x  

INDIRECT USE Transfer of ownership (IPR) A partner  x   

A group of partners x    

Licensing IPR A partner  x   

A group of partners    x 

Development of a new legislation/standard A partner  x   

A group of partners x    

Spin- off A partner  x   

A group of partners  x   

By assignment  x   

By licensing  x   

Other (please describe)       

 

Action Plan 

Responsible 
Partner 

To do ASAP To do during the 
remaining part of the 
project 

To do after the 
project (12 
months) 

To do after the 
project (24-36 
months) 
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CEA Plan the next step for 
the development of the 
renewable forecasting 
tool. 
The financial support 
for the development 
plan should be 
determined, for 
instance, apply research 
proposal to R&I funding, 
such as European 
Commission 

Based on the KPI 
calculations for the 
demonstration of the tool, 
action should be taken to 
revise and improve the 
tool whenever any short 
outcome is identified. This 
action will contribute to 
the increase of the 
solution TRL. 

Keep improving 
the tool according 
to the feedback 
received from the 
proof-of-concept 
implementation  

Find collaboration 
with potential 
partners in 
implementing the 
business model of 
the tool. 
Finalize the 
commercialisation 
plan to make the 
tool going to the 
market. 
 

 

4.2.5 Description of business model  
In recent years, there has been an increasing introduction of renewable energy sources such as PV systems in 

distribution grids. These sources of energy are not constant and with high level of intermittency. Obviously, 

integrating more solar energy into the existing network is a challenge. At the same time, the electrical loads 

in the distribution system are highly variables, especially when new types of loads such as electric vehicles, 

heat‐pumps, etc., are being increasingly used. In order to control a distribution grid with high level of 

penetration of renewable energy as accurately as possible, the development of a very short‐term forecasting 

of load and renewable generation plays a very important role. Load and energy generation forecasting tools 

are important elements for distribution automation, grid control and stability. 

In UC1, the generation forecasting solution in “pseudo” real time for renewable generation has been 

proposed. This task also developed solar production forecasting techniques based on satellite images as well 

as on meteorological forecast data. The “visual analytics” algorithms will then be used to point out pros and 

cons of the forecasting modules. 

With new regulations in Europe, errors in electricity demand forecast generate a considerable amount of risk 

for suppliers due to the involved financial penalties. To avoid this, the PV installation needs to use the service 

of third-party companies specialized on load/production forecasting, via utilizing their forecasting software 

platform or procuring them directly with the results of their own forecasting studies (Forecasting-as-a-

service).  

In the future distribution grid, based on the renewable forecasting service a business model is proposed. 

Business Model: Renewable forecast 

Keys partners Key activities Value propositions 
Customer 
relationships 

Customer segments 

DSO: Distribution 
System Operator is 
responsible for 
operating, ensuring 
the maintenance and 
the development of 
the distribution 
system 
 
RESF service 
renewable energy 
resource forecasting 
 
WF service: Weather 
forecasting 
 
DERs: Distributed 
Energy Resources: 
distributed 

Provide a good 
forecasting of RES 
production and load 
consumption 
 
RESF: Reducing 
renewable 
uncertainty 

Improve the 
operation of the 
distribution grid  
 
Increase the 
performance for 
advanced 
management and 
control systems for 
DSO 
 
Better integration of 
renewables and DERs 
 
Guarantee a better 
service for 
consumption 

Services focused on 
relationships of DSO, 
DER and consumer 
 

System operators: DS0 
 
Electricity providers 
 
Aggregators 
 
DERs 
 
Consumers (electricity end 
users) 
 

Key resources Channels 

 
LV & MV grid 
 
DERs 
 
Consumers 
 
ICT infrastructures 
 

 
Market for 
distribution grid with 
high RES penetration 
 
Any future local 
energy market  
 
Through network 
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generation, 
flexibilities (storage, 
demand/response, 
EVs) 
 
ICT providers: ICT 
infrastructure, provide 
information and data  
 
Consumer: electricity 
end users 

Measurement systems 
 
 

 
Project partners 
 
Media: website, 
LinkedIn 
 
 

Cost structure Revenue streams 

Installation costs of the AF (ex: cameras, 
sensors...) 
 
Maintenance and operation costs (ex: buying 
information from weather forecasting services) 
of the renewable forecasting 
 
ICT infrastructure to enable advanced features 
of the renewable forecasting 
 
Training DSO staff to use the new system 
 
Servers to storage forecasting data 
 

 
Selling of forecasting services for different applications 
 
Selling of forecasting solutions 
 
Selling of measurement equipment 

 

4.2.6 Recommendations to DSOs that want to implement the Renewable forecast 

tool  
 

For those DSOs who are intended to implement the renewable forecasting developed by CEA, a database 

server and ICT infrastructure should be installed for collecting the renewable generation data. Moreover, the 

volume of the historical generation data should be sufficient for the forecasting tool to have meaningful 

accuracy. Training of personnel on the data management also should be taken into consideration. 

 

4.2.7 Tackling barrier that may prevent Renewable forecast tool from market 

entrance 
 

Problems Reasons Solutions 

Lack of interest from customers Not sufficient marketing strategy - Listen to the customer voices to 
understand their needs/concerns 
- Develop marketing strategy to 
elaborate or demonstrate the 
benefits of the tool to broader 
audiences 

Lack of references Not enough evidence on the 
solution performance 

- Find collaborating partners to 
increase the number of 
demonstrations for the tool. KPIs 
of the solution can be evaluated 
and introduce to interested 
customers 

High cost of implementation Insufficient financial plan - Develop concrete financial plan 
to show the advantages of the 
solution compared to those of the 
competitors 
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Feasibility of deployment - Not enough qualified personnel 
for utilizing/managing to tool 
- Inadequate ICT infrastructure 

- Commit to training the 
personnel of the customers to use 
the tool as part of the product. 
- Provide detailed financial 
analysis showing the benefit from 
investments on the product in a 
long-term 

 

4.3 UC3 Congestion forecast tool 

4.3.1 Description of the Key Exploitable Result (KER) 
The congestion forecast tool (referred as UC3 in UNITED-GRID) is an algorithm that can accurately forecast 

congestions and voltage deviations in distribution systems. The designed congestion forecast tool determines 

the probability of a congestion to occur in a distribution network as well as at the individual elements (i.e., 

transformers, lines, and nodes). The developed algorithm requires production and load data as inputs as well 

as data concerning the topology of the grid under study (branch, transformer, cable and line data, etc.). The 

tool can be sold to the customer as an independent product or integrated in a toolbox (i.e., Atos’ GridY). 

The developed congestion forecast tool will enable a better utilization of flexibility resources and the 

possibility to operate the distribution system closer to its limit. The tool provides congestion forecast in 

different time horizons, hence, providing the DSOs with the possibility of performing the required congestion 

management over short and longer time periods. In addition, the tool provides a visualization platform for 

the efficient overview of the DSO over the network. Therefore, the implementation of the developed tool 

will result in lower congestion and reinforcement costs for the DSOs, as well as reduced cost for purchasing 

flexibility resources. Therefore, the primary focus of the tool is to assist DSOs in the efficient real-time 

management of their grids under increased penetration of renewable generation and user-dependent loads 

such as electric vehicles and heat pumps. 

The problem the solution solves  

Due to the anticipated increased penetration of renewable energy sources and user dependent loads (e.g., 

heat pumps, electric vehicles, etc.) in distribution systems, the DSOs are expected to face increasing 

congestion (i.e., bottlenecks) and voltage related issues (i.e., voltage limit violations) in their networks over 

the next decade. It is expected that larger DSOs will be impacted faster and more severe form this transition. 

However, even the medium and small-scale DSOs will sooner or later face this emerging issue. Currently, 

DSOs are not equipped with similar tools, however it is assumed that some DSOs (especially the larger ones) 

are investing in similar research approaches to be prepared when congestion is a major issue in their grids. 

Alternative solution – how the customer has solved the problem so far  

Currently, DSOs are not equipped with similar tools to our best knowledge, at least at an operational level. 

However, as mentioned before, some DSOs may have already invested in research approaches to develop 

similar tools, driven by the expected increased congestion issues. Furthermore, some DSOs have demand or 

production forecasts which could indicate that there might be issues in the network based on experience of 

the operator. However, the developed congestion forecast tool will enable a better utilization of flexibility 

resources and possibility to operate the distribution system closer to its limit.  

The full picture of the anticipated competition and the possible solutions that are already implemented will 

be drawn with the assistance of Chalmers innovation office that will perform a market analysis, after the 

completion of the UNITED-GRID project. 

Unique Selling Point USP - Unique Value Proposition UVP  
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The unique selling point of the congestion forecast tool is summarized int the following characteristics: 

• Provision of congestion forecast in different time horizons. In this way, DSOs have an accurate 

forecast to assist them in managing congestion over short and longer time periods. This will lead to 

a better utilization of the resources of the DSO, less power losses as well as in lower loss of life rates 

of the equipment used (i.e., transformer, cables etc.).  

• A visualisation platform for the efficient overview of the DSO over the network. This will facilitate 

the easier and more effective supervision of the desired network operation via the easy and on-time 

indication of the expected congestions. 

• Significant financial benefits for the DSOs through differing the needed grid reinforcement; the 

higher and more frequent the congestion incidents are, the higher the benefits of the DSO will be by 

using the developed congestion forecast tool, since higher level of network congestion will be 

avoided. This also increases the selling value of the tool to industrial platform provider companies 

(i.e., Atos) that will be able to include that tool as a part of a broader solution such as Atos GridY. 

Therefore, the implementation of the developed tool will result in lower congestion and reinforcement 

costs for the DSOs, as well as reduced cost for purchasing flexibility resources. 

4.3.2 Market  
 

Target market 

The developed congestion forecast tool targets the global market of system operators with a focus on the 

European DSOs. The early adopters can be the 3 DSOs of the UNITED-GRID consortium: 

▪ Göteborg Energi 
▪ Enexis 
▪ Sorea 

 

The tool also targets the market of industrial platform providers, which can sell the tool to the DSOs either 

separately or as a part of a broader solution (similarly to - Atos GridY). In this case the early adopter can be 

Atos, which is a member of the UNITED-GRID consortium. 

Competitors 

To our best knowledge there is no specific congestion forecast tool available in the market for distribution 

systems. This is because most of the distribution networks do not face great issues at the moment. However, 

Chalmers development team have already contacted Chalmers innovation office and they are willing to 

support with a market analysis on the developed tool to determine the respective market needs and levels 

of competition. 

Go to Market – your business model  

By the end of the UNITED-GRID project, in April 2021, the congestion forecast tool has reached TRL 6 through 

its real-life demonstration at Sorea site. Further demonstrations have been made on the grid at Chalmers 

demo site. After the finalisation of UNITED-GRID, Chalmers development team will apply for continuation 

projects that will further increase the TRL of the tool. In the meantime, as mentioned above, Chalmers 

innovation office will support with a market analysis in order to define the market needs and any potential 

competition and secure a viable path for the developed solution. When a sufficiently high TRL (i.e., TRL9) is 

achieved, the business plan will be made for the provision of a service to the DSOs through the integration of 

the tool in Atos GridY solution.  

Time to market 
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It is expected to be in the market within 3-5 years. 

4.3.3 Intellectual Property and ownership rights 
 

IPR background 

The congestion forecast tool has been developed by Chalmers University of Technology within UNITED-GRID 

without any explicit background IP. As an academic institution, Chalmers targets on publications to secure 

its IPR. In that case, the data of the tool will be openly accessed in the scientific community. In addition, a 

collaboration with Atos has taken place within UNITED-GRID to mature the TRL to level 6 by its integration in 

the toolbox and its real-life demonstration. 

IPR foreground 

Chalmers University of Technology is the only owner of the congestion forecast tool. As an academic partner, 

Chalmers targets on publications to secure its IPR. The data and methodology of the tool will be openly 

accessed in the scientific community. Collaboration with Atos to mature TRL level to 6 by integration to the 

toolbox. 

Chalmers will grant a non-exclusive license to Atos, so that Atos can integrate the tool into their toolbox and 

continue develop the tool either by themselves or in collaboration with Chalmers. Chalmers still maintains 

the right to further develop the tool in future research project or within a start-up company, or to license 

the tool to other developers. 

Chalmers and Atos both desire a long-term collaboration on the congestion forecast tool and have initiated 

the discussion on how to proceed on the IPR for the tool, which will continue after the projects end. 

4.3.4 Exploitation roadmap   
 

Actions – brief description of actions planned 3-6 months after project end 

In the first 3-6 months after UNITED-GRID is finalized, May-November 2021, Chalmers plans to apply for 

funding for the further development of the congestion forecast tool in order to reach a higher TRL. This will 

be done though applications to national funding agency (e.g., Swedish Energy Agency) and international 

research projects (e.g., Horizon Europe, ERANet). In addition, Chalmers innovation office will support with a 

market analysis to determine the market needs and level of the expected competition. The focus of the 

market analysis will be the competition on the congestion forecast tool as an independent product and not 

as a part of a broader solution (i.e., Atos GridY). 

Chalmers development team has established, and will strengthen within 2021, a continuous and stable 

relation with Atos regarding the exploitation and market uptake of the congestion forecast tool as part of 

GridY solution. Chalmers will provide the tool at its current state and then continue to inform Atos about its 

further developments as well as the potential future collaboration with other actors within research projects. 

In addition, Atos will inform Chalmers concerning the customers that will potentially be interested in using 

the congestion forecast tool. Furthermore, Chalmers and Atos will work together for the real-life 

demonstration of the congestion forecast tool until April 2021, in order to increase the TRL of the solution 

and validate its satisfying performance under real-life conditions. 

As mentioned before, Chalmers and Atos have already initiated a discussion on the IPR, which is expected to 

be finalized within 2021. 

Roles of partners involved 
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Chalmers is the sole owner of the developed congestion forecast tool. Integration of the tool to the toolbox 

developed within the project has been performed in collaboration with Atos, and that is one of the paths 

towards the market. 

As mentioned before that different partners involved in this procedure will take the following actions: 

▪ Chalmers development team will apply for funding in Swedish and European funding schemes to 
further develop the existing congestion forecast tool. In addition, they will finalise the discussion 
with Atos regarding the IPR, while providing information about future developments of the tool. 
Finally, they will collaborate with Atos on the integration of the tool in GridY solution, as well as on 
the real-life demonstration of the tool on Chalmers campus, before the finalization of the UNITED-
GRID project (April 2021) 

▪ Chalmers innovation office will support with a market analysis to investigate the possible 
competition of the developed congestion forecast tool, focusing on Swedish and European level. 

▪ Atos will work along with Chalmers development team towards the integration of the congestion 
forecast tool in the toolbox (GridY solution) as well as on the real-life demonstration of the tool. 
Furthermore, they will finalise the IPR discussion with Chalmers development team, while conducting 
different actors that they would potentially be interested in using the developed tool. 

 

Milestones and monitoring parameters 

1) A new research project in which Congestion Forecast tool could be developed and increased TRL level 
would be secured (end of 2021). This will be validated through the respective grant agreement) 

2) Tool’s TRL8 is verified through the necessary demonstration activities (April 2024). This will be 
demonstrated through the real-life demonstrations at different DSO’s grids. 

3) The commercial use of the tools is secured (end 2024). This will be validated through contracting 
interested actors, most probably as part of GridY solution of Atos.  

In all the above-mentioned steps, a continuous collaboration between Chalmers development team and Atos 

will be taking place. 

Impact in 3-year time 

The expected impact of growth/benefits for the society (jobs created, investments mobilized, turnover 

generated) are as follows: 

In 3 years, the congestion forecast tool is expected to reach the required maturity for market 

implementation. This is expected to create more power engineering positions.  

In addition, the avoidance of grid reinforcement is expected to have significant social impact as the reduced 

need for grid reinforcement will reduce the required equipment. In addition, local aesthetics will be improved 

through the reduced need for installation of further equipment.  

Costs over the next 1-3 years 

The cost is expected to be around 150,000 € for personnel and 50,000 € for the required commercialization 

actions, hence 200,000 € overall.   

Revenues over the next 1-3 years 

Since Chalmers is an academic organisation, the required funds will be secured through national and 

international research projects. Collaboration with commercial actors such as ATOS will also be important to 

reach the market in near future. For the commercial partners in-house development by their RnD department 

will be required.  

Other sources of coverage 
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N/A 

KER’s Exploitation form 

 

KER’s Exploitation Form 

(how the KER will be further exploited – Select only an option) 

Selected route   Implementing 

actor 
Yes No 

DIRECT USE Commercialisation: deployment of a novel 

product/service (offered to the target markets) 

One partner x    

A group of partners  x   

Contract research (new contracts signed by the 

research group with external clients) 

A partner  x   

A group of partners    x 

A new research project (application to public funded 

research programmes) 

A partner x    

A group of partners  x   

Implementation of a new university - course (Note 

that a training course is a service) 

A partner x    

A group of partners x    

A new partnership   x  

INDIRECT USE Transfer of ownership (IPR) A partner x    

A group of partners    x 

Licensing IPR A partner x   

A group of partners   x  

Development of a new legislation/standard A partner   x  

A group of partners   x  

Spin- off A partner x    

A group of partners x    

By assignment x    

By licensing  x   

Other (please describe)       
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Action Plan  

Responsible 
Partner 

To do ASAP To do during the 
remaining part of the 
project 

To do after the 
project (12 
months) 

To do after the project (24-
36 months) 

Chalmers Determine the plan for 
further development 
of the congestion 
forecast tool. This 
includes the 
development of a 
schedule about the 
funding schemes to 
which Chalmers will 
apply for continuation 
projects 

Mature the tool to reach 
TRL6. This will be done 
through the integration 
of the tool in Atos 
toolbox (Atos GridY) as 
well as though the real-
life demonstrations on 
Chalmers campus that 
will validate the 
satisfying operation of 
the congestion forecast 
tool 

Secure funding 
for further 
development of 
the tool at higher 
TRLs. This will be 
proved via 
signing the 
respective grant 
agreement. 

Reach the required TRL for 
market deployment. This 
will be verified via 
demonstrations of the 
congestion forecast tool 
that will validate its 
maturity for market 
exploitation. Close 
collaboration with Atos will 
take place to secure the 
viable path to the market 

 

4.3.5 Description of business model 
The developed tool targets the global market of system operators with a focus on European DSOs. The three 

DSOs of the UNITED-GRID consortium can be the early adopters of the developed tool. It also targets the 

market of industrial platform providers, which can sell the tool to the DSOs either separately or as a part of 

a broader solution (similarly to the UNITED-GRID Solution). In this case the early adopter can be Atos, which 

is a member of the UNITED-GRID consortium. Atos will integrate the congestion forecast tool in their GridY 

solution. Regarding the innovation level and the exploitation pathways, to our knowledge there is no specific 

congestion forecast tool available in the market for distribution systems. This could be due to that, currently, 

most distribution networks do not face great issues, although this will likely change with increased 

electrification and distributed generation. On the other side there exist several forecasting tools, especially 

for local generation. These can be used as input to the congestion forecast, and while they can indicate any 

obvious area of congestion it will not provide the level of details available from the congestion forecast tool, 

such as probability of congestion or voltage deviation over certain threshold. 

The developed tool can be offered to the DSOs in different ways. Either it can be sold directly to the DSOs or 

it will be sold to the DSOs as a part of a broader solution (i.e., as a part of the UNITED-GRID solution-Atos 

GridY) through a platform provider (i.e., ATOS), to help them mitigate congestion and voltage issues in their 

networks. Alternatively, a license to the congestion forecast tool can be sold to a platform provider which in 

turn can offer the solution independently or as a part of a broader solution. In addition, an annual subscription 

could be offered to maintain and update the tool to manage changes in the network or changes in the load 

composition or amount of distributed generation. 

The path that is investigated currently is to offer the solution as a part of the UNITED-GRID Toolbox (Atos 

GridY). In this way the tool can be provided to ATOS existing customers to gain more experience, validation 

and feedback from the users.  

Business Model: Congestion forecast tool 

Keys partners Key activities Value propositions Customer relationships Customer segments 

Atos: Atos as an 
industrial platform 
provide will be the key 
partner towards the 
market uptake of the 
developed congestion 
forecast through its 

Provision of accurate 
load and generation 
forecasts 
 
Analysis of the existing 
competition 
 

No specific congestion 
forecast tool available 
in the market for 
distribution systems 
 
Congestion forecast in 
different time horizons 
 

Target expand 
customer list through 
collaboration with Atos 
 
Chalmers development 
team will also promote 
the congestion forecast 
tool in Swedish DSOs 

Global market of 
system operators 
 
Focus on >3,000 
European DSOs, 
especially their 
network development 
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integration in the GridY 
solution. 
 
Forecasting service 
providers: For the 
operation of the tool 
load and generation 
forecasts are required 
that can be provided by 
an expert actor. 
 
DSOs: DSOs can provide 
data about the topology 
of the grid under study, 
as well as provide input 
on their actual needs, 
leading to more 
applicable development 
of the congestion 
forecast tool. 

Integration in an 
industrial toolbox (i.e., 
Atos GridY) 
 
Secure the required 
funding for the further 
development of the 
congestion forecast tool 
through Swedish and 
European research 
projects 

Visualisation of the 
forecasted congestion 
 
Information about the 
severity and the 
probability of the 
forecasted congestion 

through their 
established 
communication 
channels 

and operation 
departments 
 
Early adopters can be 
the 3 DSO partners of 
UNITED-GRID (Göteborg 
Energi, Sorea, Enexis) 
 
Target the market of 
industrial platform 
providers (Atos can be 
the early adopter) 

Key resources Channels 

Generation and load 
forecasts 
 
ICT infrastructures 
 
Network data 

 
Network of Chalmers 
development team 
(personal and social 
media, e.g., LinkedIn) 
 
Network of the project 
partners (i.e., Atos) 
 
Project partners 
 
 
 

Cost structure Revenue streams 

ICT infrustructure 
 
Load and generation forecast 
 
Personnel training cost 

Procurement as a part of a broader solution (i.e., Atos GridY) 
 
Procurement as a standalone product 

 

Key Partners 

Atos is the key partner. 

The congestion forecast tool can be offered to the DSOs in different ways. Either it can be sold directly to 

the DSOs or it will be sold to the DSOs as a part of a broader solution (i.e., as a part of the UNITED-GRID 

solution) through a platform provider (i.e., Atos), to help them mitigate congestion and voltage issues in their 

networks. Here Chalmers has chosen to focus having Atos as key partner. 

Since the developed tool requires the load and generation forecast, an expert on forecasting services can 

provide the required input. 

Finally, a DSO could provide data on the topology and operation of distribution networks as well as input 

regarding their actual needs, leading to more applicable development of the congestion forecast tool. 

Key Activities 

The key activities towards the market implementation of the developed congestion forecast tool are as 

follows: 

▪ Provision of accurate load and generation forecasts. This can be done either through an external 
partner, or via the in-house development of such forecast tools. 

▪ Analysis of the existing competition. This will be performed by Chalmers innovation office 
▪ Integration in an industrial toolbox (i.e., Atos GridY). 
▪ Secure the required funding for the further development of the congestion forecast tool through 

Swedish and European research projects. 
 

Value Proposition 
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Regarding the innovation level and the exploitation pathways, to Chalmers’ knowledge there is no specific 

congestion forecast tool available in the market for distribution systems. This could be due to that, currently, 

most distribution networks do not face great issues, although this will likely change with increased 

electrification and distributed generation over the next decade. On the other side there exist several 

forecasting tools, especially for local generation. These can be used as input to the congestion forecast, and 

while they can indicate any obvious area of congestion it will not provide the level of details available from 

the forecasting tool, such as probability of congestion or voltage deviation over certain threshold. Another 

advantage of the tool is its ability to forecast congestion in different time-horizons, informing DSOs in 

emerging real-time congestion as well as assisting them in the planning for congestions in longer time 

horizons. 

Customer Relationships 

Chalmers development team mainly targets expanding their potential customer list through the collaboration 

with Atos. In addition, Chalmers development team will promote the congestion forecast tool in Swedish 

DSOs through their established communication channels. 

Customer Segments 

The congestion forecast tool creates value for DSOs. They are the most important customers. The developed 

tool targets the global market of system operators with a focus on over 3,000 European DSOs, specifically the 

departments of the DSOs focus on the network development and operation. 

The three DSOs of the UNITED-GRID consortium (Göteborg Energi, Sorea, Enexis) can be the early adopters 

of the developed tool. It also targets the market of industrial platform providers, which can sell the tool to 

the DSOs either separately or as a part of a broader solution (similarly to the UNITED-GRID Solution). In this 

case the early adopter can be Atos, which is a member of the UNITED-GRID consortium. 

Key Resources 

The key resources for the implementation of the congestion forecast tool are the following: 

▪ Generation and load forecasts which are required as an input to the congestion forecast tool. 
▪ ICT infrastructure for the implementation of the tool in the DSO premises 
▪ Network data regarding the topology of the distribution grid. 

 

Channels 

The main channels to reach out to potentially interested actors concerning the congestion forecast tool are 

as follows: 

▪ The network of contacts of Chalmers development team. This includes the personal and social media 
(e.g., LinkedIn) contacts of the researchers involved in the development of the congestion forecast 
tool. Chalmers’ university communication channels may also be used. These channels primarily focus 
on the Swedish market 

▪ The established network of the project partners, especially Atos’ client list and the contacts of the 
3 DSOs that are involved in UNITED-GRID 

▪ Project partners (Atos, Göteborg Energi, Sorea, Enexis) 
 

Cost structure 

The additional cost for the buyers concerning the implementation of the congestion forecast tool is limited 

to the require ICT infrastructure, the require load and generation forecast and the training of their personnel 
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to adequately operate the tool. However, the cost is not expected to be high as most DSOs already have 

adequate ICT infrastructure and normally, they are equipped with the required load and generation forecasts. 

Revenue streams 

As mentioned before, the main revenue streams that anticipated are the procurement as a part of a broader 

solution (i.e., Atos GridY) and the procurement as a standalone product. Currently the price of the service 

has not been decided, as initial step it is proposed that the solution would be offered as a beta version in 

Atos GridY solution to verify the functionality and robustness as well as data to improve the results. 

4.3.6 Recommendations to DSOs that want to implement this solution 
 

The main requirements that should be met by the DSOs for a successful implementation of the congestion 

forecasting tool are: 

▪ Accurate load and generation forecast 
▪ Accurate data on network topology 
▪ Adequate ICT infrastructure 

 

4.3.7 Tackling barrier that may prevent Congestion forecast tool from market 

entrance 
Some of the possible barriers towards the market uptake of the congestion forecast tool can be summarized 

in the following table: 

 

Problem Reasons Solutions 

Lack of funding projects for 
the continuation of the tool 

High competition on the relative 
funding schemes (other proposals 
getting funded instead of the 
one(s) submitted by Chalmers 
development team) 

More applications for projects 
on different funding schemes 

Atos not willing to include 
the congestion forecasting 
tool in the GridY solution 

Atos do not see any additional 
revenue for them from the 
integration of the congestion 
forecast tool in their solution 

-Further development of the 
tool 
-Cooperation with another 
industrial platform provider 
-Direct approach to DSOs  

Shortage of available 
resources (i.e., researchers 
and PhD students) 

Funding issues Application for funding of more 
research projects 

Too much competition 
determined by the market 
analysis) 

Many alternatives regarding 
congestion forecast have been 
proposed internationally 

Further development of the 
congestion forecast tool to 
include more innovative 
aspects, so that the new 
version of the tool has more 
unique selling points to offer to 
potential buyers 

 

Table 3 Possible barriers towards the market uptake of the congestion forecast tool, their reasons and the suggested solutions. 

4.4 UC6 Advanced measurement solution 

4.4.1 Description of the Key Exploitable Result (KER) 
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The Advanced Measurement Solution creates situational awareness of the distribution grid. It is an open 

development platform to easily create and validate new (smart grid) algorithms on live data. The Advanced 

Measurement solution helps DSOs with: 

▪ Automation of monitoring, protection and control utility functions 
▪ Asset management 

▪ Congestion, power quality, future load demand prediction (from increasing DERs and generation) 

▪ Demand-side management 

▪ Synchronized data (phasors) to give better real time awareness of grid situation 

Furthermore, the Advanced Grid Monitoring solution allows researchers to: 

▪ Access to grid synchronized measurements and mainly validate their innovation by performing 

simulations. Real life situations do deviate from simulation models.  

▪ It allows rapid prototyping of new innovative algorithms and systems in the smart grid by the power 

engineer. 

▪ It can function as a smart grid development platform for the 3rd party (e.g. power engineer). 

▪ It provides high-quality real time phasor data of the grid for research, analytics and IT companies 

that are willing to develop advanced utility services 

▪ It is advanced sensor, distributed computing, non-intrusive. 

▪ For building automation: it identifies what is running when, find problems and optimizes the energy 

system. 

The Advanced measurement solution is an enabler (Swiss army knife) for grid monitoring comprised of: 

▪ LV Sensors for measuring current with historical (embedded database), web interface, and open 
platform 

▪ LV Sensors for measuring voltage, with historial web interface, and open platform 
▪ Time beacon for synchronizing measurements with GPS 
▪ Smart Node as firewall/gateway for secure external communication, with historical, Open Platform, 

dashboards with real-time and historic measurements, etc. 
▪ Open platform for research & development (Open-source tools) 

o Design and validate algorithms using real measurements 
o Powerful modeling and programming (Python, C++, web, etc.) 
o Configuration management and code deployment 
o Tools for visualizing and analyzing results (real-time and historic data) 

 

Running via the toolbox developed in the UNITED-GRID project is optional. 

The problem the solution solves  

SST has had conversation with DSOs and project partners and realizes that the distribution grid is hardly 

measured, but it is the most dynamic part of the grid with the ongoing electrification and increasing amount 

of distributed energy resources.  

SST’s experience is mostly from the Dutch market. The work of DSOs in the distribution system are hard to 

perform well without measurements.  

1) DSO: hosting capacity 
2) DSO: fault localization 
3) Big Data, research: Need (can benefit from) for real time grid data for development of utility services 
4) Industry, data centers, Hospitals can reduce operational costs using energy management systems 
5) PV farms: increase % RES output 
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6) DSO: Optimize smart-grid research exploitation and innovation  
  

Alternative solution – how the customer has solved the problem so far  

So far, many DSOs have a “wait and see approach” and might have invested in cable reinforcement or flexible 

substation containers instead of a tool for Advanced Grid Monitoring. Dutch DSOs Enexis uses the DALI system, 

SASensor is used at Aliander. There is also a study showing that batteries are used in problem areas to 

smoothen demand/production peaks over low-capacity cables. 

Researchers use either simulated data, offline unsynchronized data collected earlier, or expensive sensors 

with hard-to-use protocols and/or unsynchronized data instead of getting real data from a tool for Advanced 

Grid Monitoring. 

Traditional power engineers/researchers mainly use simulation tools like MATLAB to develop and validate 

new smart grid algorithms. 

Development of grid automation functions is a multi-disciplinary trajectory (at least in NL/Aliander&Enexis): 

▪ Power engineer develops (MATLAB) algorithm and writes specification document (e.g. via 

requirements tender) 

▪ Software/hardware engineer uses specification document to create required smart grid automation 

function 

▪ Testing is done by factory acceptance and site acceptance tests against the specified requirements 

 

Since this process is traditionally done sequentially: 

▪ the power engineer is no longer in the loop after the first step.  
▪ long development time 
▪ fault sensitive and interpretation of specified functionality 

 

Hence, this process is expensive and not suitable for rapid innovation. 

DSO’s use calculated grid parameters and cable ratings based on worst case scenarios which may waste 

capacity when those worst-case scenarios happen rarely. 

  

Unique Selling Point USP - Unique Value Proposition UVP  

The Advanced Measurement solution uniquely combines these four things: 

▪ Advanced modular GPS - synchronized high-resolution measurements 

▪ Simple algorithms to scale to large networks of active DER 

▪ Real-time historical grid monitoring, control and analytics 

▪ Simply develop, simulate and validate algorithms with 3rd parties and researchers on the platform 

 

Furthermore, the Advanced Measurement solution: 

▪ Is a non-intrusive measurement system 

▪ Allows installation 

▪ Requires low maintenance 

▪ Has low operational costs 
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▪ Offers situational awareness, synchronized measurements (using synchrophasors), and edge 

computing 

▪ Provides wide and accurate measurement ranges 

▪ Is reliable and secure (allows redundancy on several layers of sub-station architecture) 

▪ Is a scalable and modular solution which is flexible for various sub-station situations 

▪ Is affordable compared to traditional Phasor Measurement Unit (PMU) equipment with similar features 

▪ Enables DSO-specific tailored solutions (e.g. grid analytics) 

▪ Provides an open platform to test and validate algorithms using synchronized measurements, 

innovation catalyst to shorten development life cycle 

▪ Allows for power engineers to remain in the loop of the development life cycle 

▪ Enables community with reusable best solutions and practices to catalyze innovation in smart grid 

research 

 

SST’s Advanced grid monitoring solution’s strengths: 

▪ Nice innovation on distribution level, almost mature TRL level, SME: flexible with high 
development speed 

▪ Can be an addition to existing system 
▪ Recalculate MV power flows from LV measurements with transformation ratio 
▪ Grant your employees the freedom to focus on what humans do best 
▪ Get access to incredible global talent and utilize the “crowd” with the platform 
▪ Efficiently complement available data with real-time high-resolution measurements 
▪ Gain detailed insight in the complex and dynamic LV-grid 
▪ Understand, optimize and evolve your grid with data-driven reporting 
▪ Flexible and scalable solution, easy to install where the needs are most critical 

 

4.4.2 Market  

  
SST has provided the project partners with information about the market, the competitors and time to 

market. SST has chosen to make this information confidential to the public. 

 

4.4.3 Intellectual Property and ownership rights 
 

SST has provided the project partners with information about the intellectual property and ownership rights. 

SST has chosen to make this information confidential to the public. 

4.4.4 Exploitation roadmap   
 

SST has provided the project partners with information about their exploitation roadmap. SST has chosen 

to make this information confidential to the public. 

KER’s Exploitation form 

SST has provided the project partners with information about the KER’s Exploitation form. SST has chosen 

to make this information confidential to the public. 

Action Plan  
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SST has provided the project partners with information about their Action plan. SST has chosen to make this 

information confidential to the public. 

4.4.5 Description of business model 
 

SST has provided the project partners with information about their business model. SST has chosen to make 

this information confidential to the public. 

4.4.6 Recommendations to DSOs that want to implement the Advanced 

Measurement solution 
 

For installing the advanced measurement solution, the following items must be possible: 

▪ Correct installation requirements at LV-stations (wiring, cable diameters, etc..) 

▪ Wired/mobile Ethernet communication availability 

▪ Adequate GPS reception 

For implementation of the solution in LV sub-stations, there needs to be some space around the cables to fit 

the split-core CTs, a place to mount the GPS antenna where it can see the satellites, connection to the busbar 

for voltage measurements, and space for a dinrail to mount the sensors and time-beacon/smartnode 

themselves. Furthermore, the installation needs to be powered, e.g. from the busbar. Having wired Internet 

access is preferred, alternatively the solution can work with a mobile network connection. 

 

4.4.7 Tackling barrier that may prevent Advanced Measurement solution from 

market entrance 
Within UNITED-GRID SST also identified potential customers with possible problems and SST is looking for 

solutions to address the problems those customers may have.  

In order to be successful in this step SST realizes that developing such solutions needs to be done in close 

cooperation with the customer as their network structure operational processes and IT processes are specific 

and thus need tailored solutions. 

Grid situation awareness algorithms need to be tailored to real-time use with sensors and require sensor 

deployment on a large scale to obtain meaningful data. This can only be achieved once we have projects with 

large sensor deployment requirements or customers with an install base of our sensors (long-term). 

Note that the market barriers described in the tables in the section for the Toolbox, GridY, as well as for 

UC7, Distribution State Estimator reflects the same barriers that UC6 is experiencing. The barriers have been 

sorted by order of importance and listed below with the associated solutions. 

Problem Reasons Solutions 

Not speaking the language of the 

market or not speaking to the 

market at all 

- Bad portfolio: not enough 

functionalities or not the 

adequate functionalities 

- Bad customer profile 

identification 

- Market analysis and roadmap 

elaboration 

- Knowing the customer strategy and 

need 

- Having the technical resources to 

develop the required functionalities 
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Too expensive or a bad 

cost/benefit ratio 

- Inadequate financial strategy 

- Too expensive compared to 

the competition 

- No benefits estimation 

(financial or other) 

- Knowing the price of the market 

- Adequate financing strategy  

- Ability to explain the concrete benefits 

to the customers 

- Cost evaluation of each functionality 

Benefits do not justify 

themselves once challenges have 

not arrived at DSOs day to day 

operation 

- Client still has not faced the 

new challenges from 

distribution grid 

- Client is not up to date with 

latest news and researchers 

around the subject  

- Demonstrate the clear benefit of a 

pre-problem planning and correction 

- Demonstrate the cost reduction of 

being prepared to face an adverse 

challenge and the cost of having to 

prepare afterwards 

Lack of infrastructure to meet 

demands 

- Client does not comply with 

data requirements 

- Client does not comply with 

interface and communication 

requirements 

- Propose UC6 in key areas and an 

optimal sensor placement proposition 

- Propose UNITED-GRID Solution 

infrastructure or UC6 combined with 

existing measurement solution. 

- integrate existing suitable sensors with 

UC06, upgrade to and/or add UC6 

sensors when necessary 

Optimal benefits demand a 

higher investment 

- Network is poorly measured 

- Client does not know the 

observability status of the 

network 

- Client does not have a good 

infrastructure 

- High communication latency 

and obsolete hardware  

- Propose UC6 and an optimal sensor 

placement proposition 

- Propose an observability study 

- Propose installation roadmap where 

critical network parts are first addressed 

Bad solution compared to the 

competition 

- No identified added-value 

- Benefits do not justify the 

cost  

- Too expensive 

- Competitors have more 

successful use cases 

- Market analysis and roadmap 

elaboration 

- Elaborate indicators to estimate the 

expected benefits 

- Work on the added-value, anticipate 

future needs of the customers 

Good solution but lack of interest 

from the customers 

-Bad marketing materials 

-Bad understanding of clients’ 

needs 

-Marketing materials analysis and 

elaboration 

-Having the same language than the 

customer 

Too expensive or a bad 

cost/benefit ratio 

-Inadequate financial strategy 

-Too expensive compared to 

the competition 

-No benefits estimation 

(financial or other) 

-Knowing the price of the market 

-Adequate financing strategy  

-Ability to explain the concrete benefits 

to the customers 

-Cost evaluation of each UC 
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Lack of references 

- Lack of trust on the proposed 

solution 

- Not enough real-time trials 

- Pilots and proof-of-concepts (POC) 

focus to increase the references 

- Adequate pricing strategy and sales 

approach to contract pilots and POC 

- Strategy to secure the path up to the 

first real customer licensing contract. 

Inadequate roadmap and long-

term strategy 

-Not working on future paths 

-No secured funding 

- Elaboration of the roadmap including 

market and financing strategy 

Not Handling ownership 

- Conflict with partners of the 

project that provide state 

estimation functionality 

- Assessment of the partner’s 

involvement 

- Discussion and elaboration of IPR and 

ownership rights 

Feasibility of deployment 

- requirements too high to 

deploy the solution or its 

functionalities. 

Constraints and limitations too 

important 

 

- Focus on the key requirements and 

functionalities first and try to extend within 

given constraints and limitations. 

 

Table 4 Possible barriers towards Advanced Measurement solution from market entrance, their reasons, and the suggested solutions. 

4.5 UC7 Distribution State Estimator (DSE) 

4.5.1 Description of the Key Exploitable Result (KER) 
  

The UNITED-GRID solution aims to help DSOs’ network operation and supervision. Mostly, by ensuring energy 

supply on a secure and optimal manner. The Distribution State Estimator as a part of the UNITED-GRID Solution 

comes in the need of reliable, fast, and accurate data which translates into the network behavior. The 

Distribution State Estimator is advanced distributed state estimator (DSE) for control and supervision 

enhancement of electrical networks. Basically, to ensure DSOs the ability to deal with any challenge that 

may arrive by providing a view of its network condition under different circumstances. 

The DSE is an advanced functionality which uses the topological information retrieved from the network and 

the available analogical measurements at the field to provide a precise network condition at a given time. It 

is based on a robust distributed method, capable of identifying and compensate corrupted measurements 

from the field as well as providing fast results about the network’s state.  

The technical solution is based on conventional State Estimators (SE). Largely deployed, conventional SE 

comes in the need of an extra level of trust into its measurements and operation tools. Serving as a good 

foundation to a more innovative method: the Distribution State Estimator, which can meet the new 

requirements drawn from the challenges to come at the distribution level:   

▪ Low latency, meaning it is able to handle dynamic behavior, producing results within 5s. This 
characteristic aims to deal with the constant change in the distribution network, aiming to enhance 
all the applications that focus on real-time control actions. 

▪ Accuracy, an estimator that is able to estimate values with an error of 5%. Meaning that the actual 
value and the estimated resultes cannot have a difference higher than 5%. Such requirement focuses 
on delivering reliable information, not only to the DSO but to other applications. 
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▪ Integration, meaning it takes into account the retrieval of the estimation computed by each area and 
integrate as one into the system. 

▪ Observability, able to identify if a system is globally observable or its observable islands in case of 
global unobservability. This function aims to identify possible areas of estimation in case of global 
unobservability and it is deeply correlated with the next objective. 

▪ Robustness, meaning the DSE is able to reject bad measurements. This is well concerned by the 
choice of method and the objective function. 

 

These requirements aim to face these new challenges as well as to reduce costs and improve energy supply. 

By using SCADA information retrieved from the field optimally, the Distribution State Estimator with its 

innovative method is able to provide outputs to nourish advanced functions that depend on a reliable and 

fast network condition as well as an optimal supervision for operators. 

The problem the solution solves  

As described for the overall UNITED-GRID Solution, more and more challenges emerge from the distribution 

network becoming a central place within the electrical grid. The distribution level assumes this role as central 

element because of new actors and equipment that arises, in particular the massive insertion of distributed 

generation. 

With this new assigned role to distribution electrical grids, it is only natural that with the continuous growth 

of an interconnected, intelligent and enhanced grid, state estimators are constantly being deployed in order 

to supply the need of reliable information. As more and more advanced functionalities are required to 

supervise and control the grid in an efficient way, more reliable data are needed: In fact, the accuracy of 

the data in this increasingly complex ecosystem has an impact on the output instructions of each advanced 

functionality. In case of corrupted or missing data, the instructions may not be exploitable or may have 

unexpected effects. The search and deployment of state estimators is directly linked to the lack of 

measurements at distribution level and the presence of corrupted ones in the few areas which they are 

available.  

With these many technical challenges on distribution grids, state estimators and acquired data from sensors 

aim to fulfil the need of precise and accurate data to guarantee a reliable network operation. 

Alternative solution – how the customer has solved the problem so far  

Even though at the moment those challenges are evolving and starting to be addressed, the system is already 

changing from a static state, only feeding customers without change on the operation, in a network with 

multiple flows and decisions, characterizing dynamic behavior. It is only natural that distribution networks’ 

state estimators need to provide information in a fast, accurate, and secure way to boost any other 

functionality that may depend on its estimation. Self-healing functions, voltage control, and general 

optimized maintenance and operation are some of the activities that need more and more system’s real time 

condition. 

Largely used and known, the conventional state estimator present itself as a solution and it is already a part 

of day-to-day network operation. Conventional state estimation contains multiple attractive benefits: 

▪ It enables network’s supervision and monitoring with fewer monitoring points. It eventually translates 
in cost optimization where sensors need to be installed in key points of the network to enable SE 
execution.  

▪ It is more accurate than standard load flow calculations as identifies network topology incoherencies 
and measurements’ anomalies.    

▪ It is more reliable as it contains multiple consistencies verifications within the data set and is set to 
treat and exclude any corrupted information retrieved from the network.  
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Furthermore, the state estimation techniques present a set of benefits for itself as a higher level of trust and 

bad data detection. The tool has a large value by enabling other applications and control actions within the 

grid. Its outputs can be used as a great tool for more advanced monitoring techniques, it can enable or 

enhance: 

▪ Monitoring for operating violations such as over-voltages, under-voltages, angle pairs, interfaces, 
and branch flows; 

▪ Real Time Contingency Analysis (RTCA), enables contingency analyses of the electric grid to 
observe the effect of an element failure. It processes a predefined set of contingencies for a 
given state of the system, and reports violations, identifying potentially harmful contingencies. 

▪ Planning process, providing up-to-date data from the system in a form that is applicable to the 
planning environment. 

▪ Planning process by allowing quick and efficient access to historical data, in the form of SE’s 
save-cases, to perform power system analysis at a selected time or to monitor power system 
performance during special conditions of operation. 

▪ Dispatching training simulator with SE’s historical data base for special conditions of operation. 
▪ Easier fault location, faster real-time control actions and thus shorter downtime periods. 
▪ Congestion and load forecasts, by having historical SE data. 
▪ Self-Healing solution, providing accurate data on the real-time state of the network and be able 

to provide better corrective actions. 
 

State estimators since their creation on the 70’s, have always had the role of enabling safe operation and 

stable control of electrical networks. But for now, the conventional state estimation has been mostly 

deployed on high voltage level networks which are usually operated by TSO. This conventional state 

estimation cannot be deployed on the distribution grids because the medium voltage networks have their 

own specificities and require innovative methods.  

It is natural that with the evolution of the electrical distribution network and with the modern changes that 

happen in the electrical industry, an enhanced model of SE is proposed, dedicated to the distribution 

networks. Such innovative tool is proposed specifically to face these new challenges and cope with its 

requirements for maintaining a safe and stable electrical network. 

The unique alternative of the DSE is to use the existing data available, knowing the risks and impacts on the 

instructions provided by the advanced functionalities. A margin in the calculation can be taken into account, 

or a manual validation by the operator can be mandatory to be able to cope with uncertainties. For now, the 

experience of operators is sufficient enough to make most of the decisions, but in a near future, with the 

increasing complexity of the system such approach will not be possible anymore. 

Unique Selling Point USP - Unique Value Proposition UVP  

The foundation of a distributed processing approach comes with the idea of splitting the network and 

processing of this large system into smaller portions. It was conceived especially in order to deal with huge 

systems and correct some of the problems observed in the conventional SE. 

However, when related to conventional SE, the proposed distributed approach has some main advantages as: 

▪ It is faster; since only a specific area is analyzed, it reduces drastically the amount of data to be 

processed and can decrease the processing time. 

▪ It is easily scalable; more and more zones can be added without compromising the communication 

in existing areas. 

▪ Bandwidth saturation becomes unlikely; data is constrained by area thus communication overload 

is greatly diminished. 

▪ Enables a more dynamic view of the system by working in a faster manner. 
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Moreover, the Distribution State Estimator can be a really good opportunity to increase the performance by 

reducing the execution time, and to avoid communication latency or problems. In fact, the DSE can provide 

more accurate information about the network and therefore safer operation of the grid for distribution 

networks. Most of the applications come with the need of a fast and dynamic view of the grid’s condition, 

exactly the point where the DSE outperforms the conventional approach. 

In conclusion, UNITED-GRID’s advanced distributed state estimator can enhance control under large 

distribution networks by providing system’s real-time condition. Focusing on a distributed execution, divided 

by zones that communicate between themselves, a large network can be treated rapidly and provide a 

dynamic response to face network’s behavior. 

4.5.2 Market  
  

Target market  

The identified target markets are the following: 

▪ Energy 

▪ Electrical Distribution Network 

▪ Micro-grids 

  

Customer segments 

The associated customer segments are the following, by order of importance: 

▪ The first segment is the DSO  

▪ The second segment that can be considered is the Micro-Grid (MG) Operators 

 

The most important targets are the DSOs. As they operate the distribution grids, they are directly concerned 

by the identified future challenges, by large networks that tend to be poorly metered and by the presence 

of low-quality measurements. 

Within this group, different types of DSO are identified: 

▪ Very large DSO: the DSOs that have more than 1,000,000 customers or delivery points 

▪ Large DSO: the DSOs that have more than 150,000 customers or delivery points 

▪ Medium DSO: the DSOs that have more than 15,000 customers or delivery points 

▪ Small DSO: the DSOs that have less than 15,000 customers or delivery points 

 

The size of the DSO can be linked to their financial capacity to invest in research and development or in new 

solutions, as well as the number of clients and the size of the network. 

Larger DSOs might have already invested in advanced functionalities to experiment new ways of operating 

their grid, and probably some of them have already the technical environment to deploy and test various 

kinds of use cases.  

For such a profile, the Distribution State Estimator can be interesting in numerous manners: 

▪ Deploying and testing the distributed state estimation functionality with smart nodes optimally 
placed on the network. Integrate the DSE on their system and boost existing functionalities. 
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▪ A part of this program involves a dedicated study of network splitting in order to find the optimal 
distribution of estimation zones.  

▪ Deploying and testing a centralized version of the DSE function, running on a centralized node for a 
full network analysis – for such cases, the distributed part of the method is set as offline as it is in 
between instances communication. 

▪ Deploying and testing an observability analysis, in order to prepare for a SE functionality to come and 
to guide optimal sensors’ placement. 

 

These DSOs are the ones to have research and development strategy: they are searching new solutions and 

they are able to easily invest in Proof-of-Concepts without necessarily looking for strong guarantee about the 

results and benefits.  

For the medium DSOs the same analysis can be conducted, the difference lies in the excepted benefits and 

the price of the solution that must be sized to their expectations and their financial capacity of investment. 

They are the most promising customer segment for an advanced distribution state estimator as they might 

not have such a solution yet, they start to be impacted by the energy transition and they have significant 

financial capability.  

The smaller DSO are for now less impacted by the energy transition and might have lower financial capability 

to invest in a full distribution SE and all its functionalities. But as they usually have not done a lot of 

experimentations yet, they can be easily contacted to do an in-field testing, generating value for the 

advanced functionality as demonstrating how positively a SE function can impact their business. 

Depending on the size of the DSO the corresponding business model needs to be adapted as described in the 

next section. 

MG operators can also be interested in such a solution if they have an important size (consequent number of 

equipment such as lines, transformers and busbars). In this case, the distributed approach probably is not 

interesting, but a centralized execution of the distribution state estimator would have a lot of benefits for 

the MG operators. Otherwise, the state estimator is not critical to supervise smaller micro-grids. 

Early adopter  
 

From the previous analysis, Atos has identified the following early adopters:  

The customers who bought the Lynx SCADA/DMS product from Atos: We have close contacts with our Lynx 

customers every day for maintenance or installation purposes. Our customer base is composed of at least 

twenty European DSOs of different size. Our biggest advantage is to know from continuous discussion their 

strategy regarding the smart grid and the energy transition and to perfectly know their system, their network 

data and their potential interests. As we provide their SCADA system, we can propose them an optimal 

integration of an advanced Distribution State Estimator in their own system or propose different proof-of-

concepts to boost their own advanced functions that depends on reliable and fast data. 

Atos’ customers who have other products related to the Smart Utilities sector: Same analysis than the 

previous point. For example, the customers who bought the Atos Smart Grid Suite (ASGS) smart metering 

product from Atos are also DSOs that might be interested in the Distribution State Estimator. 

The three DSOs involved within the UNITED-GRID project and their relations: We worked continuously with 

the three DSO of the UNITED-GRID project and we eventually will achieve some field experimentations on 

their grid. We seek to establish a long-term partnership and to continue the field experimentations after the 

end of the project through new proof-of-concepts. Moreover, each DSO have their own acquaintances and 

relationships with other DSOs. This is a good opportunity to get introduced to new DSOs. 
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Potential customers who are also interested in acquiring the Lynx SCADA/DMS system or any Atos’ product: 

We have continuously new bids to which we answer and meet with potential customers that are interested 

in one or several of our solutions. Each time it is possible and relevant, we can present the UNITED-GRID 

Solution and the Distribution State Estimator. 

European DSOs of any size, contacted by our commercial team that would be interested to have such a 

solution: we have a dedicated team to contact energy utilities and to propose them a meeting to present our 

solution. 

Competitors 

In such use case, not only the well know SCADA providers which embed a SE function within their system, but 

also any other player on the field which offer an accurate and fast vision of network’s condition is a 

competitor. Thus, players with advanced load flow functionalities, big data analysis for network supervision 

and standalone state estimators are competitors of the Distribution State Estimator. The closer solution Atos 

can find on the market is the “Distribution State Estimator” which provides a state estimator dedicated to 

the distribution grids. Atos can’t find any specific reference for a “Distribution” State Estimation yet, that is 

part of the Distribution State Estimator provided by the UNITED-GRID project. 

The main competitors are the companies from the electric equipment industry, which offer conventional 

SCADA DMS System:  

▪ Schneider Electric 

▪ ETAP 

▪ Survalent 

▪ ABB 

▪ Siemens 

▪ GE (General Electric) 

▪ PSI 

These companies, in parallel of the SCADA system, tend to offer smart services to operate the grids either as 

stand-alone functionality or eventually provided within an ADMS. Some of them include a distribution state 

estimation. 

The smaller companies such as innovative start-ups are also significant competitors: the ones than can also 

provide “Distribution State Estimation” or “Distributed State Estimation”. The main advantage of these small 

companies is their important investment on research and development that lead to the best technical solution 

existing on the markets. As they are focused on a unique solution, they employ the best technical resources 

and implement the latest and most promising technical solutions to build their solutions. As a unique smart 

service, they can be hardly competed. 

For example, the French start-up “ODIT-E” provide a Distribution State Estimator based on the smart meters 

data and Artificial Intelligence models. 

Moreover, universities can also be viewed as competitors: DSO tend to have close relationship to their local 

universities and they may conduct easily proof-of-concepts or pilot projects with students or with PhD 

students. These projects may fulfill some of their existing needs, and therefore it may have a negative impact 

on their willingness to purchase a solution from the market. 

As indirect competition, we can identify the DSO that have their own research and development team, and 

that are able to develop their own Distribution State Estimation.  

Atos has conducted a further analysis about the competition (pros and cons) that is confidential and that 

cannot be published in a project report. 
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Go to Market – your business model  

The Distribution State Estimation belongs to HLUC3-a of UNITED-GRID: Safe and secure real-time monitoring, 

control, and protection, which shares the real-time monitoring cluster with UC06 (smart sensors).  

Considering the functionality placement within the UNITED-GRID Solution, here are the different business 

possibilities: 

▪ Sell the Distribution State Estimator on a distributed method, working with multiple instances 
communicating between themselves along a sensor placement proposition – i.e. along UC06.  

▪ Sell the Distribution State Estimator on a distributed method, working with multiple instances 
communicating between themselves along with the customer’s available sensors.  

▪ Sell the Distribution State Estimator on a centralized method, working with a single instance treating 
the whole network per execution along a sensor placement proposition – i.e. along UC06. 

▪ Sell the Distribution State Estimator on a centralized method, working with a single instance treating 
the whole network per execution along with the customer’s available sensors.  

 

It is worth considering that for each possibility mentioned above, propositions/features can be also included 

on the business plan such as: 

▪ The Distribution State Estimator can be sold as a stand-alone function or smart service, and installed 
at the customer premises, or it can be sold together with the UNITED-GRID Solution.  

▪ When deploying a distributed method, a centralized method can be implemented to supervise and 
control the deployed distributed methods. This option enables to improve the reliability of the 
solution and it provides additional features.  

▪ A particular deployment strategy based on the network’s characteristics, customers’ available 
technologies (as available communication between sites and such) and customers’ available metering 
devices.  

▪ A dedicated observability analysis and an optimal sensors placement in order to guarantee 
observability on the whole network/key points.  

 

The identified business models are the following: 

▪ Pilot projects or Proof-Of-Concepts (POC), 
▪ Technology licensing, 
▪ New experimentations with our products end-users, 
▪ Contracts with DSO to customize and deploy the solution with support and training services. 

 

Time to market  

Three activities are being conducted: 

▪ Pilots / Proof-of-concept deployment 
▪ Research & development of the solution  
▪ Sales & Marketing 

 

Within a year  

▪ Pilots & proof-of-concepts 
The first step is to continue the field experimentations of the Distribution State Estimation, both for further 

validation as well as to increase the references in order to quantify and secure the value offered by this 

solution. Within a year, the objective is to conduct at least one new field experimentation for the DSE, if 

possible integrated within the UNITED-GRID solution, otherwise as a stand-alone smart service. 
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▪ Research & development of the solution  
In parallel, a roadmap of the Distribution State Estimation is being elaborated. This roadmap will include the 

identified improvements or optimizations that can already be done, as well as any new ideas or innovative 

methods discovered throughout time. The second objective is to find new applications that would use the 

Distribution State Estimation results, as a combined High-Level Use-Case. A list of potential use cases as 

“companions” must be identified and developed or integrated if relevant, in order to maximize the business 

potential of the DSE. The roadmap of the Distribution State Estimation will be finished before the end of 

the project. Within a year, the objective is to propose at least one additional “companion” use case which 

can be sold together with the DSE (with an added value for both use cases). 

▪ Sales & Marketing 
The first objective of sales and marketing will be to contract new pilots or proof-of-concepts. The strategy 

will be oriented in this direction, to obtain more references and to finish the solution validation and 

evaluation. 

From this point, the objective will be the expansion and multiplication of the solution deployment by 

concluding contracts with new customers. Actors, as described in the customer segment from the identified 

target market, will be regularly contacted to have commercial meetings and demonstrations based on the 

Distribution State Estimation.  

In parallel, we aim to regularly promote the UNITED-GRID Solution and the integrated Distribution State 

Estimation through commercial and business meetings, users’ club events, external event such as Utility Week 

international manifestation, CIRED, etc.  Marketing materials are continuously updated throughout time to 

promote the solution. 

Field experimentations strategy 

Being of extreme importance, the experiments so far have identified major improvements, as a preparation 

for market release. To be able to deliver all of DSE’s benefits, some particular in-field testing is required. 

In-field testing: 

▪ Distributed state estimation with a centralized instantiation: 
▪ Conventional state estimation on a centralized instantiation: 

o Set a comparison structure. 
▪ Distributed state estimation with several distributed instantiations (at local smart nodes on the field) 

 

Also, a plausible experiment is the usage of smart sensors devices on the field and their impact on estimation. 

Thus, a SE/DSE test should be realised as described above with the measurements provided from field devices 

and compare the general requirements (latency, robustness and reliability) on both cases. 

The next steps are really important to guarantee the proper fit of the DSE function and its tuning in the 

client’s network: 

▪ In-depth performance review analyses focused on the client network. 
▪ General corrections and improvements. 
▪ Second round testing. 

It is really important that this process is conducted on an interactive manner, where 

feedbacks/improvements/tests may still be needed after last phase if client identifies the gap. 

 

4.5.3 Intellectual Property and ownership rights 
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IPR background  

As discussed, and agreed with the partners of the UNITED-GRID project, Atos has an exclusive ownership and 

IPR on the UC07 as the distributed State-Estimation that have been developed within the UNITED-GRID project 

by Atos.  

The UNITED-GRID project partner TU/e which is involved in UC07, is allowed to use the concept and methods 

developed for the solution, as described in the dedicated report on the UC07 (D5.2). TU/e would have the 

right to use, re-use, further explore and develop advanced solutions based on the work done under UC07, 

except for the source code of the UC07, that remains the property of Atos. All this was agreed on March 9, 

2021 and is documented through e-mail conversation. 

The commercialization of UC07 does not require the involvement of any partner of the UNITED-GRID project. 

IPR foreground  

As Atos owns UC07 as well as the overall UNITED-GRID Solution, no IPR is required, and the commercialization 

is entirely under the responsibility of Atos. 

 

4.5.4 Exploitation roadmap   
 

Actions – brief description of actions planned 3-6 months after project end 

Sales & Marketing 

▪ Develop marketing materials to promote the Distribution State Estimation. 
o Slide presentation:  

▪ UC description, references and roadmap 
o Long article - Word article (5 pages) 
o Short description  

▪ Update the marketing and sales strategy 

Research & development of the solution 

▪ Elaborate the roadmap of the UNITED-GRID solution that includes the path dedicated to the 
Distribution State Estimation 

o Draw a map of the different sectors and levels of the electrical grids, and draw the existing 
solutions, with the existing actors (customers / partners / suppliers). Identify the most 
promising HLUC for each type of actor and the most promising UC for each situation. Identify 
specifically on this map the ecosystem around the DSE. 

▪ Elaborate a long-term strategy: Identify improvements, new functionalities or methods to be 
implemented in the core algorithm of the DSE, with an associated priority, a milestone and a strategy 
to find financing and pilots.  

▪ Complete the offer with new advanced functionalities which would use the results of the DSE with a 
quantified added value: What we called previously the “companion” use cases, which increase the 
business potential of the DSE. These UCs may come from Atos’ existing UCs, R&D project, Partnership 
from start-ups, Universities, etc. 

Pilots / Proof-of-concept deployment 

▪ Present demonstrator first to our customers and product’s user groups. 
o Customers of the Atos’ Lynx SCADA System 
o Propose and contract new pilots or proof-of-concepts based on the DSE and one or two other 

UCs and if possible, based on the distributed approach. 
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▪ Present demonstrator secondly to our partners or any potential new partner that could provide new 
advanced functionalities which would use the results provided by the DSE. What we called previously 
the “companion” use cases. 

o Partners of the UNITED-GRID project, customers of other Atos’ products 
o Propose and contract new pilots or proof-of-concepts based on the DSE and one or two other 

UCs and if possible, based on the distributed approach 
 

Roles of partners involved 

▪ CEA, Chalmers, TU/e: 

o To promote the UNITED-GRID solution and the Distribution State Estimation in order to find 

new pilots regarding the overall solution or regarding UC07 

▪ SST (For business association with UC06) 

o To continue working with Atos on the business model involving UC06 & UC07 and other 

advanced functionalities that could use the results from UC06 & UC07.  

o To promote the UNITED-GRID solution and to search for new pilots regarding the overall 

solution or regarding UC06 & UC07 deployment. 

 

Milestones and monitoring parameters 

 

▪ 3-6 months after the project end:  
o Present and propose new pilots or experimentations to the identified customer segment, 

based on one or several HLUCs and based on the distribution state estimator. 
o Elaborate the complete marketing materials and business strategy. Elaborate the roadmap 

of the solution. 
▪ Within 1 year after the project end:  

o Conduct at least one new field experimentation for the DSE, including, if possible, another 
use case that uses the results provided by the DSE. 

o Propose at least one additional “companion” use case which can be sold together with the 
DSE (with an added value for both use cases). 

o Contract at least one pilot project with a Lynx’s customer to deploy the DSE solution in their 
DMS.  

▪ Update marketing and sales strategy  

Future experiments and pilots will provide visibility beyond one year. 

Impact in 3-year time 

The financial impacts for Atos are confidential and they are updated through a continuous process.  

Our business objectives in 3-year time are: 

▪ Enlarge discussions within our products ‘user-groups and with new customers about intelligent 
distribution grids with a high DER penetration and solutions to manage them most effectively. 

▪ Enrich our portfolio of solutions and services for Energy Distribution Management with a focus on 
European DSOs with a high level of renewable DERs (e.g., in Spain). 

▪ New experimentations and then projects as soon as the solutions and market are mature. 
  

Costs 

The most important costs are listed for each type of activity: 
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Pilots / Proof-of-concept deployment  

▪ Installation costs of the deployment of the ICT infrastructure of the DSE: the office Smart Node and 
eventually one or several edge Smart Nodes. 

▪ Deployment of the DSE and the required equipment/hardware and services. 
▪ Maintenance and operation costs of the system.  
▪ Training the customer to use the new system. 

 

Research and development activities  

▪ Continuous research and review of existing solutions or innovative algorithms. Further developments 
on the existing solution. 

 

Marketing and sales activities  

▪ Prospects, bids, internal and external communication. 
 

Details about the cost estimation for Atos are confidential. They are updated through a continuous process.

   

Revenues 

The revenues for Atos are confidential. They are updated through a continuous process. 

 

Other sources of coverage 

The sources of coverage for Atos are confidential. They are updated through a continuous process. 

 

KER’s Exploitation form 

KER’s Exploitation Form 

(how the KER will be further exploited – Select only an option) 

Selected route   Implementing 

actor 
Yes No 

DIRECT USE Commercialization: deployment of a novel 

product/service (offered to the target markets) 

One partner  x   

A group of partners x    

Contract research (new contracts signed by the 

research group with external clients) 

A partner  x   

A group of partners  x   

A new research project (application to public funded 

research programs) 

 

A partner  x   

A group of partners  x   
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Implementation of a new university - course (Note 

that a training course is a service) 

A partner    x 

A group of partners    x 

A new partnership   x  

INDIRECT USE Transfer of ownership (IPR) A partner  x   

A group of partners  x   

Licensing IPR A partner  x   

A group of partners  x   

Development of a new legislation/standard A partner    x 

A group of partners    x 

Spin- off A partner    x 

A group of partners   x  

By assignment   x  

By licensing    x 

Other (please describe)       

 

Action Plan  

Responsible 
Partner 

To do ASAP To do during the 
remaining part 
of the project 

To do after the project (12 months) To do after the 
project (24-36 
months) 

Atos >Complete the 
results 
validation  
>Update the 
marketing 
materials 

>Finish the 
business model 
and marketing 
strategy about 
UC7 

>Elaborate the roadmap of UC7 
>Develop and integrate new Use 
Cases that use the results from UC7 
>Improve the existing ones 
>Find new pilots for the UC7 
 

>Contract with 
new customers 
 

SST   >To continue to work with Atos on 

the business model involving UC6 & 

UC7 and other advanced 

functionalities that could use the 

results from UC6 & UC7.  

>To promote the United-Grid 
solution and to search for new 
pilots regarding the overall 
solution or regarding UC6 & UC7 
deployment. 

 

CEA, 
Chalmers, 
TU/e 

  To promote the United-Grid 

solution and the Distribution State 

Estimation in order to find new 

To promote the 

United-Grid 

solution and the 
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pilots regarding the overall 

solution or regarding UC7 

 

Distribution 

State Estimation 

in order to find 

new pilots 

regarding the 

overall solution 

or regarding UC7 

 

     

 

4.5.5 Description of business model 
 

Business Model: Distribution State Estimator: an advanced distributed state estimator (DSE) for control and 
supervision enhancement of electrical networks. 
Keys partners Key activities Value propositions Customer relationships Customer segments 

Hardware providers: 
servers, machines and 
electronic components 
 
Smart sensors providers: 
smart sensors, 
telemetry dispersion 
planning 
 
 

Research & 
Development 
activities: Complete the 
offer throughout time 
with new performance 
tests and client-focused 
updates  
 
Marketing and sales: 
Update the marketing 
and sales strategy 
continuously and 
promote the solution 
 
Propose and find new 
pilots or Proof-of-
Concepts considering 
the possibility of 
different 
commercialization 
formats  

Offer a state-of-the-art 
monitoring tool 
 
Provide network 
supervision based on a 
reduced amount of 
measurements 
 
Provide a low latency 
supervision tool capable 
of handling the dynamic 
behavior of the 
electrical grid  
 
Provide an accurate and 
robust estimation tool 
in order to provide 
reliable network 
condition to operators 
 
Enhance adjacent 
functionalities that 
need a fast and reliable 
measurement source 
 
 

Atos partners and 
customers: regular 
communication 
(meeting, emails or 
publications) 
 
Atos prospects: bids 
and commercial 
demonstrations 
 
 
 
 

System operators: 
DSOs or TSOs  
 
 
Micro-Grids Operators 

Key resources Channels 

 
Sales & Commercials 
 
Electrical engineers and 
research scientists 
 
Developers and 
integrators 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Atos partners and 
customers from the 
Utility sector 
 
Prospects & bids from 
the identified customer 
segment 
 
Project partners’ 
network and 
relationships 
 
Internal and external 
events: Utility weeks, 
CIRED, IEEE PowerTech, 
etc. 
 
Media: website, 
LinkedIn, publications, 
etc. 
 

Cost structure Revenue streams 
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Pilots / Solution deployment : 
- Installation costs of the deployment of the 

ICT infrastructure depending on the 
chosen commercialization plan: Smart 
nodes usage or centralized machine 
deployment. 

- Deployment of the advanced 
functionalities and the required services 

- Maintenance and operation costs of the 
system  

- Training the customer to use the new 
system 

 
Research and development activities: continuous 
research and review of existing 
updates/improvements or innovative 
algorithms/modifications deployment 
 
Marketing and sales activities: prospects, bids, 
internal and external communication 

Sell the Distribution State Estimator on a distributed method based on Smart 
nodes usage along a sensor placement proposition – i.e. along UC06.  
 
Sell the Distribution State Estimator on a distributed method based on Smart 
nodes usage along a sensor placement proposition – i.e. without UC06.  
 
Sell the Distribution State Estimator on a centralized method, based on a single 
instance treating the whole network per execution along a sensor placement 
proposition – i.e. along UC06. 
 
Sell the Distribution State Estimator on a centralized method, based on a single 
instance treating the whole network per execution along with the customer’s 
available sensors.  

 

4.5.6 Recommendations to DSOs that want to implement the DSE 
 

In order to reach an optimal Distribution State Estimator usage and thus network supervision and control, two 

main requirements need DSOs’ attention: 

▪ Data requirements 

▪ Communications and interfaces requirements 

Data requirements 

The data set requirements will adjust following the chosen commercialization plan, considering the possibility 

of a smart sensor’s deployment and a sensor placement proposition. However, the main types of data 

expected by the tool (network’s dynamic and static data) are the following: 

 

▪ Bus-oriented model: Complete description of the electrical network using nodes (=busses) and 
branches model and including all electrical parameters as well as dynamic connection between 
equipment and real-time values of measurements. This model is composed of static and dynamic 
data: 

o  Static description:  
▪ Static description of connections between electrical equipment through nodes and 

branches model (= static topology). This is a list of nodes and a list of branches 
(transformers or lines/cables). Each branch connects two nodes. 

▪ Nodes and branches electrical parameters/characteristics: Each node and each 
branch correspond to real electrical equipment (one or several equipment connected 
together). Electrical parameters and other static data related to this equipment are 
associated to the corresponding node/branch. 

▪  List of measurements, characteristics of the measurements and the node or the 
branch related to each measurement 

o Dynamic description:  
▪ Real-time values of any measurements associated to an equipment: voltage, current, 

active, and reactive power, etc. 
▪ Real-time status of breakers, switches, tap positions etc. It translates into 

“connections” between nodes and branches. 
▪ Electrical network global parameters: these data cannot be associated to a specific equipment but 

can be associated to a Domain (DSO electrical network). 
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o  Static data: Any data not related to a specific equipment, such as nominal values, 
configuration data, constraints, and network’s limits, etc. 

 

It is a customer responsibility to provide an adequate data set which leads to a converging power state 

solution. Besides, in real-time conditions, the latest data must be provided to the Distribution State Estimator 

with the same frequency as the product’s execution.  

Communication & interfaces requirements 

As the data requirements, these requirements will depend on the commercialization plan and format to be 

implemented.  

The interface between the customer’s system, specifically the data retrieval system, and the Distribution 

State Estimator is of major importance. Normally, there’s a clear interface between the tool and the 

following systems: 

▪ DSO’s SCADA system 
▪ Some customers may prefer a direct connection to the measurement unit, which is also possible 

though an interface with the Remote Terminal Units (RTU) of the DSO network (enable a direct 
communication with any physical equipment or sensor on the field). 

▪ Customers’ advanced functionalities that will depend on the outputs delivered by the Distribution 
State Estimator.  

▪ Any other relevant system – as if the customer has a relevant connection to be implemented. 
The communication format will depend on the project’s format and the customer availabilities. Regarding 

the distribution format, the business possibilities to sell the Distribution State Estimator are the following, 

as elucidated previously: 

▪ Sell it on a distributed method, working with multiple instances communicating between themselves 

along a sensor placement proposition – i.e. along UC06.  

▪ Sell it on a distributed method, working with multiple instances communicating between themselves 
along with the customer’s available sensors.  

 

These possibilities will follow the Smart nodes communication requirements as defined previously on the 

UNITED-GRID Solution document.  Considering the other business possibilities: 

▪ Sell the Distribution State Estimator on a centralized method, working with a single instance treating 
the whole network per execution along a sensor placement proposition – i.e. along UC06. 

▪ Sell the Distribution State Estimator on a centralized method, working with a single instance treating 
the whole network per execution along with the customer’s available sensors.  

 

Both these methods do not demand any particular communication requirement, it must meet the data 

requirements as stated previously and it must be provided on a basic tabular format to be agreed with the 

customer. Following the same approach, outputs of the tool shall be provided on a standard tabular format 

and its particularities should be discussed considering the customers’ needs. 

 

4.5.7 Tackling barrier that may prevent the DSE from market entrance 
 

The identified barriers have strong impacts on the ability to sell the solution, either for pilots, for proof-of-

concepts or for long-term contract. For each barrier, solutions have been elaborated. 

The barriers have been sorted by order of importance and listed below with the associated solutions. 
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Problem Reasons Solutions 

Benefits do not justify 
themselves once challenges 
have not arrived at DSOs day 
to day operation 
 

- Client still has not faced the 
new challenges from distribution 
grid 
- Client is not up to date with 
latest news and researchers 
around the subject  
 

- Demonstrate the clear benefit 
of a pre-problem planning and 
correction 
- Demonstrate the cost 
reduction of being prepared to 
face an adverse challenge and 
the cost of having to prepare 
afterwards 
 

Lack of infrastructure to 
meet demands 
  

-Client does not comply with data 
requirements 
-Client does not comply with 
interface and communication 
requirements 

 

-Propose UC06 and an optimal 
sensor placement proposition 
-Propose UNITED-GRID Solution 
infrastructure 
 

Optimal benefits demand a 
higher investment 
 

- Network is poorly metered 
- Client does not know the 
observability status of the 
network 
- Client does not have a good 
infrastructure – High 
communication latency and 
ancient hardware obsolete  
 

- Propose UC06 and an optimal 
sensor placement proposition 
- Propose an observability 
study 

Bad solution compared to the 
competition 
 

-No identified added-value 
-Benefits do not justify the cost  
-Too expensive 
- Competitors have more 
successful use cases 
 

-Market analysis and roadmap 
elaboration 
-Elaborate indicators to 
estimate the expected benefits 
-Work on the added-value, 
anticipate future needs of the 
customers 

Good solution but lack of 
interest from the customers 
 

-Bad marketing materials 
-Bad understanding of clients’ 
needs 

-Marketing materials analysis 
and elaboration 
-Having the same language 
than the customer 
 

Too expensive or a bad 
cost/benefit ratio 
 

-Inadequate financial strategy 
-Too expensive compared to the 
competition 
-No benefits estimation (financial 
or other) 

-Knowing the price of the 
market 
-Adequate financing strategy  
-Ability to explain the concrete 
benefits to the customers 
-Cost evaluation of each UC 

Lack of references 
 

-Lack of trust on the proposed 
solution 
- Not enough real-time 
experimentations 
 

-Pilots and proof-of-concepts 
(POC) focus to increase the 
references 
-Adequate pricing strategy and 
sales approach to contract 
pilots and POC 
-Strategy to secure the path up 
to the first real customer 
licensing contract. 

Inadequate roadmap and 
long-term strategy 

-Not working on future paths 
-No Secure funding 
 
 

-Elaboration of the roadmap 
including market and financing 
strategy 
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Not Handling ownership -Conflict with partners of the 
project that provide state 
estimation functionality 

- Assessment of the partner’s 
involvement 
-Discussion and elaboration of 
IPR and ownership rights 

 

Table 5 Possible barriers that may prevent the DSE from market entrance, their reasons and the suggested solutions. 

5 Conclusion and recommendations 
 

The UNITED-GRID project has evaluated the results coming out of the project and there are several that have 

a TRL6 or above. For these, a premarket plan has been made, so that it is clear for result owners what to do 

right after the project to secure continuum of the results. By documenting the key exploitable results with a 

preliminary business model and a clearance of ownership as well as identification of barriers to overcome to 

reach market impact, UNITED-GRID has provided a basis for the results to have a life after the project.  

5.1 Positively validated results 
This report clearly indicates the project solutions business potential and secure that positively validated 

solutions can be commercialized. It also shows that TRL has been increased during the project. GridY (the 

toolbox and open cross-platform is a TRL8. The rest of the use cases that have a TRL6 or above are shown in 

bold below. 

 

The results of the project correlates well with the future challenges that DSOs are facing. Through GridY and 

the different features that can be combined UNITED-GRID supports the DSOs in their transition going from 

being “Analogue and Passive” to become “Digital and Active”.  

Through the KER-method the problem that is being solved for DSOs is highlighted and both through the KER-

method and the business model canvas the project puts light on presenting the real value for DSOs, which 

was one of the key recommendations from the SAT-team. Furthermore, the SAT-team emphasized the 

importance of real-life demos to show that a solution work in a real grid, which is also why project owners 

have tried to describe in their respective premarket plans how to continue developing and fine-tuning the 

results to better fit the market.  

5.2 Conclusions regarding the main results 
Here are conclusions regarding the main results. 

With funding from the European Community's Horizon 2020 Framework 

Programme under grant agreement 773717  19

Within the project, 12 use cases (UCs) have been defined, selected UCs will be demonstrated in the demo 
sites while others will be demonstrated in laboratories or by simulations. 

HLUC Primary Use Case TRL by project end

Advanced forecasting
UC1 Renewable forecast TRL8
UC2 Load forecast TRL6-7
UC3 Congestion forecast TRL6

Market based congestion 
Management

UC4 Congestion management TRL4-5
UC5 Grid-tariff for peak demand management NA

Safe and secure real time 
monitoring, control and 

protection 

UC6 Advanced measurement solution TRL7
UC7 Distribution State Estimator TRL6
UC8 Dynamic state estimation-based protection TRL5
UC9 Self-healing solution TRL5
UC10 Protection schemes for islanded networks NA
UC11 Coordinated voltage control TRL5
UC12 Voltage control during islanded operation NA
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5.2.1 The United-Grid Solution GridY 
The UNITED-GRID Solution has been deployed for the three demonstrator sites of the UNITED-GRID project: 

▪ Sorea, Saint-Jean-de-Maurienne, France 
▪ Stripj-S (Enexis), Eindhoven, The Netherlands 
▪ Chalmers (Akademiska Hus), Gothenburg, Sweden 

 

Throughout this deployment, the following objectives have been achieved: 

▪ Implementation of each identified UC within at least in one demonstrator,  

▪ Implementation of at least two UCs in each demonstrator 

▪ Demonstration as much as possible of the dependencies between different UCs (High-Level UC) 

▪ Design of the targeted deployment and integration framework for future DSO collaboration 

The Sorea demonstrator enables to implement the connection between three UCs (UC1, UC2 and UC3) while 

Enexis demonstrator and Chalmers demonstrator implement the connection of UC6 with two other UCs (UC7 

and UC8). The dependencies between UCs have been tested. Moreover, each demonstrator can have access 

to their Web Dashboard to visualize the results of advanced functions in real-time. 

In the end the integration challenges were tackled. The final experimentations of the installed UCs via the 

UNITED-GRID Toolbox enabled to conduct the final evaluation of the solution.  

From this point, the pros and cons of the solution were identified, and a list of improvements have been 

realized. Moreover, the missing steps regarding field experimentations, the needs for pilots or Proof-of-

concepts as well as any lacking functionality have been identified. This analysis enables to feed the roadmap 

of the overall solution that is currently being developed. The future strategy of development and the 

marketing of the solution have been developed according to. 

The business model and marketing analysis enables to confirm the true interest and added-value of the 

UNITED-GRID Solution, which is highly relevant and will help DSOs to cope with the future challenges that 

will arise on the distribution grids. The design of the solution and its flexibility as well as its interoperability 

are the main advantages that will enable the solution to easily integrate new requirements or new use cases, 

even if not anticipated today. 

The last step and the most difficult is to be able to convince new customers to invest in the United-Grid 

Solution, to increase the references as well as the proof in its added-value. The marketing materials is crucial 

as well as the exploitation of the results obtained within the United-Grid Project. With such results, for sure 

most of the required efforts have been provided. 

5.2.2 Renewable forecasting tool (UC1) 
The renewable forecasting tool in UC1 specified in WP3, developed in WP4, and finally demonstrated on real 

PV plants connected to the Sorea network in France. The KPIs calculated from the collected demonstration 

results in D7.5 have shown the adequate accuracy of the prediction. However, it should be noted that, the 

tool provides prediction outputs every minute while the measured values can only be updated every ten 

minutes due to the technical limits of the measuring facilities and communication infrastructure. Therefore, 

in reality, the tool should reach a better performance. The results from sunny days demonstrated this 

statement as provided in D7.5. In addition, one of the main advantages of the tool is the ability to gain 

continuous improvement by keeping learning from the historical generation data. The larger the volume of 

the data store, the better the performance of the tool provided. 

 However, the tool should be improved to achieve a higher TRL level and be more competitive with other 

existing solutions on the market. Hence, CEA is determined to seek further collaboration with potential 

partners in order to demonstrate the solution in as many real generating units as possible, addressing 

potential issues, if any. Besides, a commercialization plan has been developed in this deliverable with many 
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aspects taken into account, which, to some extent, paves the way for the forecasting product to go to the 

market. 

5.2.3 The Congestion Forecast tool (UC3) 
Regarding UC3, the congestion forecast tool has been tested in real-life conditions at Sorea’s site. Its ability 

to accurately predict congestions in different time horizons along with the visualisation feature that enables 

easy and quick overview of the condition of the distribution network, empowers DSOs to effectively manage 

their network. In addition, the differing of grid reinforcement cost, that derives from the congestion 

management based on the outcome of the congestion forecast tool, will result in great financial revenues for 

the DSOs, increasing the market uptake potential of the tool. To achieve that, a business plan has been 

developed envisioning full market implementation on a 3-4 year horizon, along with a market analysis that 

will define the existing competition. The defined business plan involves a close collaboration with Atos to 

further test and develop the tool and its integration in the toolbox (GridY solution) as well as the application 

for continuation projects that will enable the maturity of the tool to higher TRLs. 

5.2.4 The Advanced Measurement solution (UC6) 
For UC6, which is currently at TRL level 7, there are still a number of challenges to overcome to get this to 

the market. Since it is an enabler for many other solutions, it can be provided via as well as separate from 

the toolbox, and only few use cases (UC4 and UC7) actually used its measurements. It contains a number of 

functionalities such as synchrophasors, digital fault recording, and the ability to easily add new functionalities 

that were not fully explored in the UNITED-GRID project. 

 

5.2.5 The Distribution State Estimation (UC7) 
UC7 provides a distribution state estimation that can be deployed on the field. UC7 participates to the 

complete real-time system situation awareness mechanism, which is utilised not only to provide accurate 

network observation, but also to ensure availability of necessary functions that support predicting operation 

projections and identifying potential risks. The inputs for this UC are the available information from both 

DSOs and end-users with the support of cross-platform communications developed in WP3 and innovative 

measurement devices developed in Task 5.1.  

During the field experimentations, the first thing to consider is that the tool was deployed on a 4-bus network 

portion, considerably limiting the SE scope and possibilities. On a 4-bus model, the product could not be 

tested on its major feature: the distributed execution. On a broader view it has directly limited the primary 

commercialization plan, as the product testing and validation was deeply impacted.  

The first step in the future roadmap of the solution is therefore to consolidate the references of this UC, and 

to find additional added values to the ones that have been tested within the project.  

Apart from its own use, the Distribution State Estimation has a great interest to be coupled with another 

functionality (as for the advanced measurement solution UC6), as its role is to provide data of the best 

accuracy. Therefore, a focus will be done to find new use cases that will use the outputs of the distribution 

state estimation, with validated benefits.  

A more profitable approach is to line up the sensors’ deployment with the Distribution State Estimation 

deployment, thus enhancing the function features and bringing more value to the client. On this scope, Atos 

is capable of providing a full sensor deployment analysis. It considers the current available measurements 

along the client’s grid and suggest – if needed – optimal sensors placement in order to guarantee observability 

and boost estimation.  
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5.3 Recommendations 
 

The result owners have all made detailed plans on what to do the months that follows after the project is 

finalized. Some of these plans are described in this document, and some are confidential, but known to all 

project partners. The recommendation is to stick to the plans and continue the great collaboration and 

partnership that have flourished during the time of UNITED-GRID.  

 


